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Preface
The education system in Guatemala The proposal is a combination
is facing a lot of difficulties with

of out and indoor facilities for

of teachers and facilities and a

will be used as a living facility by

low educational standards, a lack
curriculum not equal or adjusted
to the needs of all students. The

education as well as a building that
the NGO’s future volunteers.

largest problem occurs outside the

This proposal is not to be seen as

access to education due to poverty.

problem in Guatemala but rather as

system - children who don’t get
The largest group out of school
is represented by Guatemala’s

a solution to the current education

an acute treatment to the disease. I
do not suggest informal education

indigenous population in rural areas. solutions as a replacement to

the official system but I do want

In this project I aim to address those to highlight how other ways of
difficulties and create a space where education are possible.
education can be accessed outside of
the official system.

The project takes place in

Xenimajuyu in the Guatemalan
highlands and the outcome is

designed for a Swedish-Guatemalan
NGO that operates in the area.

In this work I am focusing on the
theoretical background and the

process of creating this place as

much as the outcome and result.
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Research questions
The research questions are

The questions will be answered in

design of the whole education

I will connect back to them in the

formulated in order to enable the
centre including a playground, park
and buildings.

The design will build on a

combination of information from a

different sections of the work and
end of this report.

This project - creating a center for
informal education - includes and
highlights a lot of different issues

literature overview,, analyses on site, and solutions. All suggestions and
interviews and workshops carried

all design decisions have been made

further in the method chapter.

can be used as an alternative space

out on site in Guatemala, explained
•

What gaps can be identified

on the basis of creating a center that
for education and the thought about
education permeates the whole

in the Guatemalan education project.
system in rural areas?

•

In what way could informal

education be a supplement to

the formal education system?
•

How can methods of citizen
involvement be combined

with the design principles

in order to create a social,
sustainable space?
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Methods

Method - Action Research
Action research is a method that

the field and this takes place in a

as small scale research in a field

and competence from both sides are

Denscombe (2014) describes

that the researcher knows well.
He presents the researcher as a

consultant that leads the research
and points out the ethical aspects
in this type of research. It is

important to be clear with how
the information will be used

and how it will be published.

collective context where knowledge
used and given attention. This also

creates a possibility to question and

challenge both research and practice
and it is also of high importance

that everyone who is a part of the
process gets a chance to be heard
(Rönnerman).

Touboulic & Walker (2015)

This project contains both

research and gives examples on

the village) and interviews (with

narrates for example with action
how different methods (interviews
and workshops) where used at

workshops (with inhabitants in

professionals in different fields that
this project touches on) and action

different times. Rönnerman (2019) research was thereforee chosen as
presents action research as “a way
to achieve knowledge regarding
one’s own practice and through

that preconditions to change it”
(translation Leo 2019). To ask
questions (through interviews)
or stage an action (through a

workshop) are important parts

and the knowledge the research

develops can later create a base for
further work. Furthermore Action
research is a cooperation between
10

researchers and people within

the method.

1
2

THEORETICAL
KNOWLEDGE

ACTIONORIENTATED
KNOWLEDGE

1. Action research is a

collaboriation between two

knowledge fields - free from
illustration by Rönnerman
(2019)

2. Action research is a ongoing

process - free from Kemmis and

SCIENCE
BASED

PRACTICAL
BASED

Taggert (1982)

ACTION

REFLECTION
D OBSERVATIO N
TION AN
C
A

REFLECTION
D OBSERVATIO N
TION AN
AC
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Method - Interviews
Denscombe (2014) stresses that

to use either semi-structured or

method in order to find out facts

of interview in the appendix. The

interviews are the most suitable

regarding the interviewees feelings,
opinions and understanding of
the subject. Interviews are also
described as a way of getting

a more developed and holistic

answer compared to for example

a questionnaire. A semi-structured
interview is based in different

themes and allows the interviewer
to be flexible in the setup of the
questions. This was the form
of interview that I intended

to use in my work since it has

the opportunity for the person
that answers to think more

freely compared to an interview
with more set questions or a

questionnaire. However, during my

open interviews. I present this type
appendix has numbers one to five

and are organized in chronological
order. Two of the interviews

(number one and five) are carried
out without recording devices. It
should be noted that there is a

risk that important information

can be lost, but on the other hand
can highlight the more important

parts of the interview. The reasons
behind this was a lack of access to

recording devices (appendix 1) and
restrictions from USAID on the use
of recording devices within their
facilities (appendix 5).

One of the interviews was carried
out with the help of a translator

field study I found that I sometimes (appendix 1) since my Spanish
got more useful information in

is limited. To use a translator can

the structured interview situations.

trust the interviewer. The project

the quote by Pascal Wagner PCI,

that I did not use due to the fact

informal conversations than I did in be problematic since you have to
One of those situations resulted in
presented at page 26.

Depending on the situation and
12

organizations, I therefore decided

contained two additional interviews
that the translation was too poor.

Method - Active Observation
Denscombe (2014) describes

This project includes two

through work in the field that

out on site by contacts in Guatemala

Observation as a method evaluated

workshops - one that was carried

investigates the subject in its natural before I arrived and one that was
environment. Fangen (2005)

means that active observation

creates knowledge through firsthand

carried out by me with support

from the NGO I collaborated with.

information. She claims that

I explain the difficulties and

picture with a high validity since

from a workshop that I did not

this method can create a holistic
the researches has seen how the

subject behaves in the situation the
researcher are interested in.

Active observation as a method

was chosen on the basis that I was

problems in using workshop results
attend in more depth in the chapter
regarding the playground. I also

explain why it had to be done that
way and why some of the results
were too vague to use.

going to live next to the site that

The two workshops was linked

the people that will use the final

needed in order to carry out the

would be transformed, and amoung
design. I had the chance to observe
how the inhabitants of the village

together and the first one was
second one, the building of a

playground structure, which also

use their everyday environment and is presented more in depth in
incorporate that knowledge in my
design. To be on site also made it

possible to observe local methods,

the chapter that covers play and
playground.

materials and species used for

gardening and carpentry that has

been used in implementing the final
design.
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Disposition
The report is divided in to 9

The Proposal chapter stretches

Introduction, then Research questions

the process and the design of the

different main chapters – First

and method which also includes

this disposition. After this comes
a chapter with a literature and

research overview on children’s
education and the education

over 40 pages and explains both
education center. The design

proposal ends with reflections and
a short evalution of the research
questions.

situation in Guatemala that i

The research overview starts with a

fourt chapter, Playground, includs

with indigenous people. This is not

simply have named Research. The

examples of best practice and the

whole design process. Then comes

the second half with first a chapter
dedicated to Precedents of projects

and organizations that I have been
inspired by in my work – both in

chapter regarding how to research
directly connected to the outcome
of the design but helps the reader

in understanding the context I have
been working in and has been a

way for myself to understand the

preconditions before going to the

Guatemala but also elsewhere. Some site but also the culture and the way
of those are thesis projects by other people work during the field study.
students that have done similar

projects with workshops in different Literature and information on
cultures. Where the projects have

the subject ’Children and outdoor

pointed out as sources. After that

been found with research words

been used specifically they are

a chapter with an introduction to

learning’ and ’Outdoor education’ has
as ’outdoor learning’, ’outdoor play’,

Guatemala, simply named Guatemala ’outdoor education’, ’outdoor education
and following that an introduction

central America/Latin America/

to Tecpán and Xenimajuyu where the Guatemala’.
project was carried out.
14

The specific searches on outdoor

The introduction to, and analysis of

learning in Central America/

the village is very important since

useful results since the outdoor

will work in the existing context of

Guatemala didn’t result in many
education in such context was
directed towards ”adventure

learning” such as hikes or other

ways of exploring nature. I have
thereforee used research on

I have tried to create a place that

the village. The focus is on the built
environment but also agricultural

use and farming since these also are
important parts of my project.

children’s learning and play that
in many ways are connected to
the western way of learning. I

am aware of that through using
western research and research

methods in a non-western context

I might lose important connections
and information and contribute
to reproducing already existing

stereotypes of indigenous people
and their traditions.

The specific focus on outdoor

learning and outdoor education are
highlighted since most of the land

on the site I am working with will

be left unbuilt even if education also
will take place indoor. The outdoor
areas in this project are viewed as

an asset for the people in the village
and the organization.

15

Research
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Research

Research with indigenous people
Before traveling to Guatemala I

The Mayan Culture goes back

indigenous people with a focus on

that can still be seen in the culture

read about how to research with

thousands of years and traces of

Mayan people. Not so much because today. However the culture has
my research is with the indigenous

developed and changed according to

rather to understand how best I

of the socio-ecological environment.

population of Xenimajuyu, but

should act (and not act) during my

the transformation and development
Greenway, who are indigenous

field study. I think it is important to Australian architect, described in
have information about the reality

an interview with Architecture and

a picture of the situation that is

culture as;

one will face in order to create

as accurate as possible and cause

minimal harm when working with

design (2015-07-09), indigenous

“neither fixed in time nor static in its

developing areas.

evolution. It should be seen in the light

As a Swede, it was also interesting

and the future. The Culture is ever

of representing the past, the present

to see the parallels of the indigenous evolving, as are its people”.
people of Guatemala and Sweden,
mainly in how both States have

In the same way that a cultural

population during many years and

belonging and a strong community

oppressed their indigenous

in some cases, still are. But also

the big differences; in Guatemala
50 percent of the population are
indigenous but in Sweden that

number is 0,2-0,4 % (samer.se).

heritage can create a sense of

connection, it also risks causing

alienation. In interviews, (appendix
2) local teachers from the area

around Xenimajuyu pointed out

how students with an indigenous

background often find difficulties in

combining their cultural background
with the non-indigenous education

17

system and presented it as an

unethical for the research subject

of overcoming this barrier they

researcher.

assimilation barrier. As a way

suggested a different school system

even if that isn’t the purpose of the

that is adapted to the indigenous

Even if research contributes to

different school systems, one for

culture or history it is a risk that

children’s needs. To have two

indigenous children and one for
non-indigenous was tested in

Sweden during the end of 1800

and beginning of 1900 and only
contributed to extended barriers

the average knowledge on the

that this knowledge will continue

to replicate the same story. Fisher
and Brown (1996) who have
researched on Mayan cultural

activism in Guatemala, gives an

between different ethnicities (samer. example on how the disadvantages
se2)

that indigenous people face today

Traditional research on indigenous

validated through research on the

people has been criticized as

a matter of observing without

giving anything back (Jacobson

et al. 2016). It is difficult for the
researcher to understand what
impact the study actually will

have on the research subject’s life.

Poverty, lack of education and lack
of healthcare are often the reality
of indigenous peoples life and to

only contribute to reports regarding
those problems can - even if it’s
possible that the studies carried
18

out raise awareness - be considered

in Guatemala are explained and

pre-colonial Mayan society but also

Mayan societies of today. And since
Western and European research are
part of the research tradition that

earlier oppressed indigenous people,
attempts to empower indigenous

people risks haveing the opposite

outcome (Fisher and Brown 1996).

The description of the same

and how the indigenous people

differentiated between western and

times until today, were told but

historical events has for long

indigenous storytelling. Examples
are how Christopher Columbus
and James Cooks historically

were affected from the ancient

also questioned from an ethical and
racial perspective.

have been described as heroes in

This knowledge of (in many

Carey (2001), who has written

indigenous people was helpful in

Western literature (Smith 1999).
many pieces on the indigenous

population in Guatemala describes
in Our Elderly teaches us how

Guatemala’s uneven official history

telling, in which indigenous people
are described as passive or not

at all mentioned, as an example
of this discrimination. Smith

cases worldwide) oppression of

understanding the facts and statistics
presented in the following pages on
the Guatemalan education system
but also the political and societal

structure in general where people

with an indigenous background are
under represented.

(1999) points out how indigenous
people argue for the opposite - the
importance of history in order to
understand the present and how

history needs to be reclaimed as an
important part in decolonization.
During an exhibition created by
IIARS ¿por qué estamos como

estamos? (2019)I got practical

examples of this uneven history
telling. Stories that explain the

country’s historical development
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Education

Education system Guatemala
1
2
1. Reasons for being out of

school. Statistics from 2014free from graphs from the
USAID(2016)

2. Average years in education.
Statistics from 2014 - free
from graphs from the
USAID(2016)

Education from first to sixth grade

Besides this a large number of

is mandatory in the Guatemalan

at home doing domestic labor. The

(children aged seven to fourteen)

education system, but far from all
children get the chance to finish

school. Indigenous people study for

children, mainly girls, are working

largest parts of these child workers

constitutes the poor people in rural
areas with indigenous backgrounds

an average of 4 years and for Mayan (Landguiden 2019).
girls that number is even lower
(USAID 2016).

The US aid Health and Education

Indigenous people also have lower

2018) describes how the education

access to education compared

to the general population. The

combination of economic expenses

Office (Sector Brief Education June
sector has improved in the last

years, with 77% of the girls and 72%
of the boys completing first grade.

for books and uniforms and the lost But they also point out how big
income from having one less child

improvement are still needed and

as reasons to why indigenous girls

graduated from the 6th grade even

that works are being pointed out
have to drop out of school early
(Landguiden 2019).

One fifth of the Guatemalan people
are illiterate and the number is

highest amoung Mayan woman

from the countryside which can

be easy explained by the numbers
presented above. Around 20% of

Guatemalan children are working,
mainly within the agricultural
20

sector but also as salespersons.

how less than 90% of the students
though it is compulsory. Later on
the numbers becomes even lower

- out of the students that finished

primary school the enrollment rate
for graduating from middle school
doesn’t even cover 50% of the
students.

Reasons for being out of school

PRIMARY SCHOOL

MIDDLE SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

Poverty
Other
Lack of facilities

Average years in education
9.0
9.0
8.0
8.0
7.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
Total
Average
Indiginous
Indigenous
Non indiginous
Non
indigenous

Man
Men

Woman
Women

Population 15+ years old

Total
Average

Man
Men

Woman
Women

Population 15-29 years old
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1

2
1. Accoording to the Swedish
ministry of foreign affairs

(2019) roughly 70% of the

population are given the chance
to start education.

2. Accoording to the Swedish
ministry of foreign affairs
(2019) can 80% of the
population read.

Statements by teachers from

In interviews with Mario von Ahn

the statistic when they present the

reveals how of the 25 000 youths

Xenimajuyu (appendix 2) confirm

sixth grade (the primary education) (people between 15 and 24) that
as the most common part of the
education to complete. After

have been involved in USAIDs

education work 65 % have been

finishing the sixth grade the children female.
are expected to help the family with

either labor or household work. But He addresses the fact that girls or
there is a big difference between

women are less likely to migrate

highlight the gender inequalities.

other countries regarding job

boys and girls and the teachers also
Boys are more likely to finish all

of primary school while girls often

drop out of education. The reasons
differ but often the girls have to
help their parents to look after

younger siblings or in certain cases
the girls are taken out of school

so that they can be married away.
This is changing and the teachers

(appendix 2) claim that today more
girls than boys are studying in the

lower grades but boys are still over
represented in higher education.

To give girls a better opportunity

to finish their studies can also have
another benefit.

22

at the USAID (appendix 5) he

(migration in the country or to

opportunities - is very common in
Guatemala) as one of the reasons

for the difference between females
and males. To make sure that

women are educated can therefore
have a positive impact on the

situation for the family during the
time that the man is absent.

Population starting school

Literate population

23

The USAID (2016) also points

in education is also brought up

between rural and urban areas. In

that confirms the teacher’s picture

out the big educational quality gap
2014 less than half of the students
reached national standards in

in the interview with Von Ahn
(appendix 5).

reading and mathematics due

In indigenous areas the children

of education. The results of the

in both their local language and

to numbers from the ministry

evolution of knowledge levels of
teachers from 2017 showed an

equally low result. This gives the
result that students that finish

primary school still risk having big
knowledge gaps.

In addition to this, 1.6 million

youths between 15 and 24 lacks

have the right to be educated

Spanish but according to The

Swedish ministry of foreign affairs
(Landguiden 2019) that is often
not the case. In interviews with

local teachers in Xenimajuyu this

is confirmed when they claim that
90% of all textbooks are written

in Spanish. The teachers point out
that the indigenous students have

basic life or vocational skills needed a disadvantage compared to their
in the labor market. As an effect

Latin friends in this respect. They

are high and so is the social and

strengthens by the fact that the

of this, the unemployment levels
economic marginalization (Sector
Brief Education June 2018).

also point out how the inequality
indigenous students have to help

their family with house work or in

the family business after school have

The teachers interviewed (appendix finished thereforee have trouble
2), describe this inequality when

finding time to do their homework.

at the countryside as ’poverty in

indigenous students also didn’t

it comes to the level of education
education’ and equates it with
24

poverty in food. The lack of quality

It is also likely that the parents of

have the possibility to go to school.

Education

Age

Info

Pre-primary

4-6

Non obligatory

Primary

7-12

School attendence is obligatory

Secondary

13-18

Prerequisite for access to university
education. Compulsory education until age
14

Tertiary

18-23

University studies or equal

(Unesco 2019)
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The teachers presents the lack of

education amoung the parents as a

raises the odds for these people
to stay in the region and/or in

risk for them not understanding the the country. In order to enhance
importance of education for their
children.

From a larger perspective, this

creates a big group of young adults
that have low or no education and
that risks their alienation. The

the chances to provide the youths
with jobs, USAID also works

with developing specific skills and
knowledge that are adapted to

current and future needs and that
give the youths relevant skills.

USAID is one of the organizations

Pascal Wagner from PCI described,

Ahn (appendix 5) says as many

conditions for young adults in

that works with this group and Von in an informal discussion, the
as 1.6 million youths are outside

the education system. This means

Guatemala as;

youths that have not finished the

”In Guatemala there is no transition

One important and difficult part of

Growing up in Gutemala one doesn’t

first compulsory years of education. between childhood and adulthood.

the programs the USAID carries out have the chance to experience what it is
have therefore been to offer different to be a youth.”
opportunities for different target

groups. Sometimes the chance to

finish primary education, and other

The Guatemalan government spends
2,8 % of their GNP in education.

times, learn a specific technical skill. This makes it one of the countries
Von Ahn also points out the youth

as the largest group when it comes
to internal and external migration.
To offer this group education that
26

can lead to a job opportunity also

that spends the least amount

on education in Latin America
(Landguiden 2019).

Formal and informal learning
In order to discuss education I

have divided it into formal and

a connection between cultural

belonging and informal education

informal education. Different people and describe it as;
define formal and informal learning
differently and I have used research
in this area and from this created
my own definition.

In his research on learning

environments for children in

outdoor spaces, Acar (2014)

divides learning into formal and

informal learning where the former
refers to education activities within

the school curriculum and informal
is a process in which the children

lead their own learning process. He
points out how informal learning
with benefits can take place in

activity areas where the children
can improve abilities such as

observation, exploration, cognitive
development, creative potential,

social development and knowledge
regarding the environment.

”an apprenticeship process that
expresses cultural goals.”

I will use Acar’s definition of

formal learning as a process that
takes part within the official

education system but I will define

all education that takes place outside
the official system - organized or

not - as informal. I am aware that
a definition like this makes the

informal education a very broad
field that can include everything

from a workshop lead by a person
with extensive knowledge in the

current field to children’s own play.
However I do not think that this
necessarity has to be a problem

and I don’t see the need for a more
defined definition in this work.

Greenfield, Maynard and Childs
(2001) have worked with a

Zinacantec Mayan community

in Mexico and they have found

27

Andrea Valladares from the

food growing, gardening, use of

(appendix 4) emphasises the

the development of places. If only

architecture office Perpendicular
benefits from using informal

education as a chance to teach

in new ways and introduce new

models. The office have identified

resources, urban planning and

taught within the formal education

system everyone outside that system
will lose the possibility to receive
the information and in a country

the possibility to use more informal like Guatemala, this will mean a

settings to create and drive a project large part of the total population.
from the bottom up and therefore

achive results that better fulfill the

learning needs of the citizens rather
than a top down lead project.

Like Von Ahn at USAID office

Valladares also points out the risks
with only working with children.

She presents recycling as an example
(appendix 4) and explains that as

children grow up they might receive

recycling as something that was only
important when they were children
and also that they as children will

be unlikely to use their knowledge
if the bigger system lacks the

prerequisites to do so. In order to
create a sustainable development

she argues that grownups also have
to be involved in the spreading of
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new ideas regarding for example

Childrens learning

Benefits from outdoor learning
In this project I am investigating

the distance between the topic and

context that I am operating in,

her study on Norwegian school kids

informal education in general. The
creating an education center in a

their real lives is increasing. From
Fiskum comes to the conclusion

small village in rural Guatemala and that children are calmer, have more
collaborating with an NGO means

fun and are more positive through

outdoor environment of great

traditional school learning indoors.

a limited budget which makes the
importance. A large part of the

design area will be left unbuilt and

outdoor education compared to

She also points out that outdoor

learning can have an especially good

transformed in to a park. Therefore effect on learning for children with
outdoor education has got its own
research section.

reading difficulties.

It is important to keep in mind that

I was first searching for articles

those benefits have been seen for

a Guatemalan or Central American

that Norwegian kids might face (too

and publications on the subject in
context but it was hard to find

publications. Therefore most of the

kids in Norway and the challenges
much sitting, too many scheduled
activities, too much screen-time).

research I am using has been taking This differs strongly from the
place in a Scandinavian context. I

problems that the kids in rural

be a problem but I will at the same

it is instead a lack of nutrition, lack

am aware of the fact that this can

Guatemala are familiar with. Here

time argue that the general research of education facilities and the risk
and definitions can still be applied
in the researched situation.

of starting work at a young age
(Landguiden 2019).

Fiskum (2015) stresses that

children’s learning has changed

from practical to theoretical where
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But the benefits when it comes to

Fägerstam (2012) describes this

an outdoor context doesn’t have

but at the same time accuses the

learning from the nature and in

to be too different. Säljö (2014)
describes the outdoor pedagogic
as a method that can bridge

practical and theoretical learning

and that strengthens the student’s
understanding in natural science.
The Swedish Centre for

as an explanation that is still valid
definition of being limiting. Instead
she refers to Eaton (1998) who
writes that;

”outdoor education will be defined as

all school-related academic education
which takes place outdoors”.

Environmental and Outdoor

In this project I use a combination

has described outdoor education as

outdoor eduction as a learning

Education, Linköping University,

of those two definitions. I define

a field that aims to provide learning method that takes place outside and
as an interplay between experience

where the outdoor environment can

experience in authentic situations

the outdoor facilities also can be

and reflection based on concrete
(Szczepanski 2006).

Traditionally different use and

interpretations have been used when

used as a replacement to the indoor
environment and the learning not
connected to the environment.

discussing Outdoor learning. In

Within the EU-project Learning

described outdoor education as

(2006) describes outdoor learning

1958 Donaldson and Donaldson
something that is;

”in, about, and for the outdoors”
(Rickinson et al., 2004).
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be a part of the learning but where

in Motion Brodin and Lindstrand

as a complement to the classroom

and traditional methods. They mean
that outdoor education can add

another dimension of learning since
humans learn all the time.

Acar (2014) states that;
“In order to design spaces for children,
one must first know the child, know
about the nature of his relationship

with the environment and understand
the importance of this relationship,

know about the needs and demands of

the child and his developmental process,
and evaluate the opportunities that the

environment offers to satisfy the child’s
needs and demands, and only then

should one create spaces in accordance
with the design principles.”

Acar promotes learning by

experiences and that outdoor spaces
offer a possibility to create different
experiences. By using outdoor

space, the child creates a certain

knowledge and connection to the
environment which make him or

her more sensitive to it. Acar claims
that this is likely to make the child

more environmentally conscious in
the future.
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Play

Play was not a concept that I aimed

’Play can be seen as a tool for

project. But through researching

bridges.’

to research into when I started this
outdoor education and informal

communication that can construct

education, the word and concept

They argue that play is an important

importance in childrens learning

over the world and points out that

of play turned out to be of high
and it became natural that one
subheading would be play.

Özyılmaz & Yıldırım (2017) have
evaluated the effects on cognitive,

component in child development all
it is a difference in playing related
to culture, prerequisites, access to

play material and how play is valued
by their social environment.

motor, linguistic and social-

A new paradigm for childhood

play for pre-school children in

“competent co-constructors of

emotional development through

in which we look at children as

Turkey that had no access to formal knowledge and culture within
education and saw improvements

their own identities as individuals

outdoor environment allows

has evolved during recent years

in all fields. They argue that an
children to actively participate
and “learn by doing” and that

through this children can use their
theoretical knowledge in practice.
Brodin and Lindstrand (2006)

claims that informal play outdoors
has been underestimated for many
years and that;
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and learners in outdoor settings”

according to Brodin and Lindstrand
(2006). This way of looking at

children and their play, to consult

decisions together with the children
and use their knowledge as

experts within their field, has been
important in the first part of my
project.

				

Brodin and Lindstrand also point

Brodin and Lindstrand (2006)

activity has in of itself - compared

forgotten in today’s learning

out the importance that outdoor

to indoor activities that are more
strictly connected to learning

similarly show that play is often
environment and education.

and education. They present

Kiewra and Veselack (2016) have

educational setting for social

in the natural environment and

the playground as an informal

investigated preschoolers’ creativity

learning where children can interact presents the benefits with open
and learn. At the playground,

ended materials (such as stones,

with others, cultivate friendships,

these types of materials can help

children get the chance to engage
exchange information, ideas and

opinions. The expression ’children

learn best in playful situations’ shows

sticks etc.). They point out how

the children to be creative and they
go so far as suggesting that natural,
loose materials should always

how closely connected learning and be available in order to help the
play are and according to Brodin

and Lindestrand, children learn by

child improve his or her creativity.
Similarly Bento and Dias (2017)

exploring different objects in nature points out how sticks, rocks,
and outdoor play.

flowers, soil and water can work as

a driver to learn since these features

The psychologist Margareta Öhman, don’t limit the childin his or her
stresses in an interview with the

play. In addition to this they also

(2019-02-05) the importance of

exposure to natural elements and

connecting it to learning.

the immune system and physical

Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter present the benefits that sunlight,
letting play be play and not always

open air has on bone development,
activity.
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Acar (2014) presents how it

Bento and Dias puts the light on

repetition, that is elements in

other during play. Conflicts are

in earlier research practice and
the play, has been pointed out as
the best way for a child to get
information.

He also argues that play is the best
communication and most natural

learning environment for children.
It increases the linguistic, mental,
social and motoric skills and

recognizes and develops talents

and creativity. They play should

also be free of adult interventions
in order for the children to test

their capabilities by them self (Acar
2014).
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how children interact with each

less likely to occur during outdoor

play compared to indoors - and the
children acts as both students and

teachers, learning from each other.
Also adults reacts well to outdoor
environments and the interaction
child-adult is more child-led

and flexible outside compared to
traditional learning.

Thoughts on learning
The research overview shows that

Children don’t necessarily need a

space for children where they can

so, and it is important for children

outdoor environment creates a

space directed to play in order to do

learn that is less limited than indoor to play with natural materials.
environments. From the research

However in order to highlight the

can be understood as if informal

I still wanted to create a space

overview on informal learning it
learning has the possibility to be

less regulated than formal learning
due to its nature. Learning in an

outdoor environment, or outdoor

importance of play in this project

devoted to play even if the rest of
the education centre still can be

used for play. I thereforee decided to
create some kind of play equipment

learning, can therefore be presented for and with children in Guatemala.
as suitable for informal learning.

In order to do so I looked into

examples of other playgrounds,

Bento and Dias (2017) explains the investigated in what the children
bridge between informal learning

and play when they point out how
play creates ways of learning that

in the area wanted and created a
stucture onsite in Guatemala.

are hard to replicate in formal

Outdoor and informal education,

way of helping children to interact

be hard to visualize. This project

learning situation and how it is a

and communicate with others. The
benefits of play that I found when

I started to research in the field of
education and outdoor education

investigated in this chapter, can

results in a design proposal and I
have created spaces where these

type of activities can take place. The
connection between the research

made it clear to me that play had to overview and the design proposal

be an important part of this project. are explained further in the end of
the report.
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Playground
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Examples of playgrounds
Equatorial Guinea, Basurama
Basurama is a Spanish artist

collective that works with different
kinds of citizen involvement

processes and whose projects are
strongly influenced by reuse and
recycling.

The purpose of the project was to

create a smal intervention space in

the middle of the street downtown
for the annual Eco Carnival. The

area was used as something between

modules also created well needed

shading and plastic boxes were used
for vertical gardens.

The final assembly was arranged as
a party - both the moving and the

final realization - which was used as
a way of participating in a parade

1

2

(Illustrations on following
pages)

1. Illustration of design in
context by Basurama

2. Photo of opening cermony by
Basurama

that was a part of the carnival but

also engaging the people affected by
the design.

a waste area and a carpark.

The structure aimed to create a

new public use of the space and

in the same time create something
that was mobile - due to local
regulations.

The organization used waste

material as parts of the structure.

They worked with octagon shapes
for the structure, chosen since

the design collective had former

experience of working with that
shape. The final elements had a
double use - they worked as a

playground for kids to climb on as

well as a place for adults to sit. The
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Kenya, Chalmers
Playocracy is a result of the
1

1. The photo taken by Sara

Mohammadi shows the finished
playground

course Reality Studio at Chalmers
University and made by the

students Camilla Lundström,

Sara Mohammadi, Virginie Mure
and Achyut Siddu. With the

base in Howard Garder’s theory
on mulltiple intelligence and

the observation of the learning

environment in a school in Kisumu
Kenya they created 3 guidelines

for formative education with the

purpose of bridging the gap between
the conventional teaching system

and children’s yearning to learn. The
guidelines are Freedom of expression,
Empowerment as individual and

Inclusive diversity. The principles
are based on goals in formative

education and one is not reachable
without the other. (Lundström,

Mohammadi, Mure & Siddu 2017).

The implementation of the strategies
in Playocracy was made through

participatory exercises and divided
into three categories, confidence
building, capacity building and
collaboration.
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Malmö, Växtverket
1

1. The photo shows both

cultivation and play equipments
in the building playground

The aim of Guldängen is to

The focus group for the project

excluded areas and at the same

that shows that girls and women

integrate school children from
time strengthen their societal

and environmental involvement

through play, creative making and
cultivation. The idea behind the

playground is to create a space that
is in constant change and where
certain parts of the project - the

playground, a forest garden with

cultivation and a workshop - are set
uses but where the design and more
precise use of those can differ and
change over time.

Democracy, a collective creation
process, responsibility and

caring for the space are the main

ingredients. The project started with
a workshop in which the children

were included. The children got to

answer workshop questions through
drawings and models and the main
essence became the base of the
project.
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were children but based on research
are less likely to use public spaces

within the city, part of the project

was carried out with the main focus
group being girls.
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1

1. Växtverkets working process
with the building playground

WORKSHOPS
Meets children and
creates structures for
the space and actvities

PLAYGROUND
The children builds a
space for them self - the
way they want it. New
structures can replace
old ones during the work

FORESTGARDEN
A forest garden is
developed for pedagogic use

WORK LAB
A meeting place
indoor for use during
winter

AFTER HOURS
CLUB
Usin desire and ideas in a
thematic work. From the
spring to the autumn are
cultivation, play and creating
taking place outdide and
during the winter the work
lab is used

NATURE SCHOOL
Using outdoor pedagogic,
cultivating and other well-tried
methods in order to use
students about eco-systems
and sustainability

MEETING
PLACE

A democratic outdoor
livingroom that helps
people to grow!
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Thoughts on playgrounds
Basurama, Reality Studio and

that will use the space in the future.

creators of playgrounds and

reality studio course created places

Växtverket are three different

both their aim and final results
differs from each other. But I

have managed to find common

denominators in all the projects. In
order to do this I have researched
deeper in to every project then is

presented in the short summary on
every project above. The projects
are supposed to be seen as ”best

practice” and the methods that has

been used in every project has then

worked as inspiration for me in the

Besides that both Växtverket and the
that can change in the future. In the
case of the Malmö project this is a

crucial part of the design while the
students in Reality studio presents
further building as a possibility

and a part of the maintenance of

the space. Both those projects also
worked with the playground as a

way of preventing social segregation.
Basurama created a space that was

mobile and a structure with double

process, design and evaluation of the use - both working as structure to
playground in Xenimajuyu

climb and in the same time a space

The main common denomination

children and adults. A program

is that all projects are projects that
works with reuse of materials and

projects that has managed to create
something new from a limited
budget.

Both Växtverket and the project

in the Reality Studio course used

to sit with a program for both

directed towards more then one

group can also be identified in the
Malmö project, even if the space

and the playground is more directed

towards children, different uses such
as gardening and workshops also
directs towards grown-ups.

workshops as a part of their

evaluating method. This in order
to create a space with the people
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Design guidelines

The guidelines are the result of the thoughts on the previous page and
a checklist for how I wanted to work with and design the playground
structure that would be a part of my project;
Workshop

Starting the project off with a workshop in which the opinions of

the children that will use the playground in the future can affect the
final design

Using recycled material

As a part of the project but not the structure. Using the playground
as a way of showing how materials can be used in a different way
but it is still a playground and the structure therefore has to be
sturdy

Mobile structure

The idea is that the transformation of the final area will start with
the playground and the structure will be a means for the children
to appropriate the space. This means that the playground has to

move to different part of the area where the transformation will take
place and it therefore has to be mobile. This puts high demands on
creating a stable structure

Low in cost - limited time

The project will operate with low costs and also a limited time
frame and the structure therefore has to be simple
Different use - free use

The structure is supposed to offer different types of use and the

structure will also be created so that it doesn’t necessarily direct the
46

children’s play too much

Playground design
Ideas and background

In order to design a playground that This thought has been involved
would be suitable in a space I had

in the whole design process and

with the creation of workshop

be a structure that can be used in

never visited the process started
questions that were sent to

Guatemala. A workshop was carried

the design outcome is meant to
different ways.

out by local teachers together

Furthermore the learning aspect will

using the playground in the future

the playground - an aspect explained

with the children that would be

and the result from the workshop
has together with the guidelines

presented on the previous page been

be involved in how the child explore
further in the proposal chapter, on
page 152.

the basis of my design.

The structure that was the outcome

Öhmans (2015) statement

in Guatemala together with local

regarding that play should be play
and not neccesarily connected to

learning, presented in the research
overview, has been important in

of the workshop was built on site

workers that I could hire thanks to
Architects without boarders who
sponsored the project.

my decision to not include any

A second workshop was also

the playground compared to, for

painted the structure in an attempt

specific theory in the making of

example, the Reality studio project.
As presented in the research

overview children learn in the

whole playing process and I didn’t

wanted to direct the play too much
but rather make it possible for the
children to direct their own play.

carried out onsite where children
to involve them in the process as
much as possible. I have divided
the process in 4 different stages
- Workshop, Design, Building

process and Future development and

maintenance. The steps are describe
further below after the comic strip
that shows the steps of my design.
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Process

The process of the playground
structure started in February with
the creation of workshop questions
and finished in June with the built
structure on site in Guatemala. The
process of the playground is still
ongoing - my work reaches until step
eight - and the final steps and future
development will be made by the
NGO that I have collaborated with

4. Research

Analysing and researching other similar projects

8. Workshop 2.0

Organising a workshop on site in Guatemala
and involving the children in the building of the
structure
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1. Workshop questions

Creating workshop questions and organizing the
workshop

5. Design

Combining the results from the workshop with the
research and creating a suggestion for the design

9. Opening cermony

Organising an opening ceremony with the children
on site

2. Workshop 1.0

Workshop carried out on site in Guatemala

3. Analyse

Analyse and categorize workshop results

$$$$

6. Funding

Applying for - and receiving - funding from
Architects without Borders. THANK YOU

10. Usage!

Place the playground structure on site in an
attempt to help the children appropriate the area

7. Build

Together with local workers build the playground
on site in Guatemala

11. Future

Implement the same steps in the design of the
future playground equipment
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Step 1 - Workshop

The project started with a

instead she delegated the workshop

build the structure in sitú the

teacher that was interviewed in

workshop. Since the aim was to
workshop had to be carried out
before I came to Guatemala in
order to have enough time to

analyse the results, do the actual
design and build the structure.

The discussion of carrying out the

out to local teachers (the same

appendix 2). I was not aware that
the process would be carried out

by a third part, it was information

that reached me later on. Therefore,
I did not take that parameter in to

account while planning my project,

workshop started in late January but something that can be criticized in
I didn’t receive the result from the

workshop until middle April - half

hindsight. If I would had been aware
of how late I would receive the

a month before I was going to leave results I would have reconsidered
for Guatemala.

Doing a workshop through another

if I could have changed my
arrangement.

person adds a lot of difficulties

The workshop was created with two

much the person that carries out

years old and kids ten years and

and it is hard to know how

the workshop affects the result.
In hindsight it could have been

discussed if I had aimed to carry

out the workshop by myself during
my first weeks in the country i.e.

worked on the design and built the
structure in my final weeks. This

different age groups, kids below ten
older. The aim with the workshop
was to influence the design of the

education area and the playground
structure and trough involvement

help the children to appropriate the
area in the future.

would have made it easier for me to To work with children in a different
monitor the process. It also turned

culture raises questions regarding

that carried out the workshop but

cultural context that the reasearcher

out that it wasn’t my contact person what is possible to apply from the
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is used to working in compared

These problems are also recognised

previously the problem with this

in their project in Uganda, wich is

to the new context. I discussed

in my research overwiev where I
used research in western culture

regarding outdoor education. The

by Bergröm and Thorén (2015)

one of the projects presented in the
Presedents chapter.

questions used in this workshop

I analyzed and categorized the

primary school teacher prior to

and these can be found in the

have been checked with a Swedish
going but it is possible that the

question regarding learning was
too abstract for the children in

Guatemala even though it could

results from the workshops
attachment. The results are

presented together with parts from
the workshop on following pages.

have worked fine in a Swedish
context.

Workshop question for kids below 10 years old

- Draw your dream playground and park (Dibjua tu parque o area de juego sonado)
Workshop questions for kids 10 years old and older (the first two are to be answered in text
and the third one through a drawing)

- What would you like to do in the park area? (Que es lo más te gusta hacer cuando vas al
parque?)

- What is your prrefered learning method? (Cuál es tu manera preferida de aprender?)
- Draw your dream playground (Dibuja cómo seria su área de juegos sonada)
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2
1
3

4

1. Girl is drawing her dream
playground

2. Picture of a dream

playground and park (below
10 y/o)

3. Picture of a dream

playground and park (below
10 y/o)

4. Picture of a dream

playground and park (over 10
y/o) and answers to questions
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In order to analyze the material I

divided the drawings into different
categories - active use, passive use,
nature, user and other.

All the children, both older and

younger pictured active use in their
drawings. Nature was second with

To carry out a workshop like this

can and should be questioned but

the results - together with the best
examples presented before - were

the inspiration for the final design
that I later carried out on site in

1

1. Picture of a dream

playground and park (over 10
y/o) and answers to questions

Xenimajuyu.

all children except from one. Half of The workshop parts of my design
the kids pictured passive use, such

process are to be seen as an

or teeter was the most common

process. It was very valuable to have

as a bench or a tree house. A swing
feature in the drawings followed by
monkey-bars and other climbing
devices.

introduction or starting point of my
the children’s opinions and ideas
when I started the process.

There is a lot of research on

The written answers from the older children in participatory processes
children were harder to evaluate.

and Lansdown (2005) mention

children wanted to do in the park

affects their self-esteem, confidence

to play. If they answered this since

in the project was to also include

On the question regarding what the that the including of children
all of them answered they wanted
they knew that they where going

to draw a playground on on of the

and awareness of rights. The aim
the children in a later stateof

the process - and the proposed

following questions is hard to know outcome a way of helping them in
and I therefor decided to keep the
written answers out.

the process of appropriating the
informal educational centre.
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Step 2 - Design
The workshop was evaluated in the

It was not my main ambition to

design that was mainly focused on

I was in Guatemala and I therefore

use would also be possible.

simple. This resulted in the design

To include some type of recycled

consisting of one element and one

knowledge that I wanted to create a build a structure for the entire time
active use but where a more passive decided to make the structure

of two different structures - one

material was another guideline. This of two separate ones. The idea was

was found in the researched projects that time but also money - I applied
but it is also one of the main topics

for money from the local board

with. Recycled materials also offer

I didn’t know until the middle of

of the NGO that I was working

the possibility to keep the cost of

the project down. At first I looked
into plastic bottles but I found it

of Architects without Borders and
my trip if I would get any - would
decide what structure I would

use. In the end I got the money

hard to create a structure that would which made it possible to hire local
last. Instead I decided on using tires workers which made it possible to
as I was told beforehand that this

build the larger structure.

available in the area I operated in.

In the workshop the children were

The structure had to be mobile but

elements - such as swings or

was a material that would be readily

at the same time sturdy and with

drawing more common playground
climbing frames. I didn’t want to

inspiration from the octagons in the direct the kids too much in their
Basurama project I decided to use

play and thereforee wanted to work

primary form in my design.

in different ways which a swing or a

triangles connected together as the

with a structure that could be used

climbing frame might not do in the
same way.
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The limitation in time, explained

additional structures are added

know what tools that would be

using wood can be analyzed and

earlier, and the fact that I didn’t

to the playground the outcome of

available on site forced the outcome another material, or longer lasting
of the design to be simple.

wood could be used in the structure.

Wood - put together with screws

and glue - was picked as the main

material to work with. Wood could
have a shorter lifespan than metal

for example, but using metal would
have added a need for a welder

which would had added an extra

cost but also a risk since I would

have been dependent on somebody

else in order to finish of the project.
The farm in which I carried out

my project had a wood workshop
which also spoke in favor for the

material. Compared to bamboo for
example which I also considered
using. Timber is easier to work

with in order to get the preferred
dimensions.

The downsides with using wood

is as mentioned above the risk of
limited lifespan of the structure.
This was only to be seen as a

prototype and when in the future
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1
2
1. Simple structure with

possibility to sit/cultivate plants
on one side and climb on
the other

2. Double structure connected by
monkey-bars
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Step 3 - Building
The building part included some

difficulties - most of which I had

that arised when I would need
something for the project, for

taken into consideration beforehand. example more screws or paint. Most
I had contact with Camilla

of the times the worker I hired for

from the Reality studio project and

the stuff that was missing. Neither

Lundström and Sara Mohammadi

they shared their experiences from
carrying out this type of project
onsite and the difficulties that

could follow regarding workers

and materials showing up late. Also
my tutor - Johnny Åstrand - had

the occasion would help me get

did I calculate in the risk that I in
the end would be working with

three different workers regarding

preparation of the material/putting

it together which caused the pieces
that were being prepared to not

warned me about unexpected delays. match what first was agreed on.
I was also aware of the fact that my

This meant that the worker an I had

problems. Besides this, at the time

that other workers in the wood

personal difficulties regarding my

order to finish.

Spanish was limited and could cause to work a lot of extra hours - and
of the implementation I experienced workshop had to help me out in
project, that are explained further in

reflections in the end of the booklet. I also made some miscalculations
These changed the circumstances

which ment that we had to order

expect in the project compared to

project. Besides this, other changes

regarding how much help I could

how much help I had been offered
before I came to Guatemala.

One difficulty that I had not

calculated in was the fact that

the project was carried out in the
countryside and the problems

more wood, also delaying the

had to be made when the project

was carried out - the wood that we

were using was not very strong and
the monkey bars connecting the

two structures had to be removed
since there was a risc of them

breaking. Instead we added tires to
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1

1. Wood used for the
construction

both sides on one of the structures

When the structure was finished

material and thereforee more time.

representative for the NGO had no

which resulted in the need for more it turned out that the Guatemalan
intentions to put the structure in

The tires that were going to be used the area before the transformation
were very dirty - and I had to spend started and the opening ceremony
a lot of time cleaning them. I got

was cancelled.

working at the farm which sped up

The building finished off with a

help doing this from another person
the process a bit. The same person

workshop in which local children

helped me in communicating certain would help me paint the structures.
changes to the workers after I left.

The idea was to only involve the

In total it took seven working days

(children 10 years and above).

to put the structure togther. The

original idea was to work with the

structure during a two week period
but due to the fact that I could

hire local workers, the process was
shortened.

older children in this workshop

The workshop instead included 14
kids in ages from approximately

three to ten years old. This made

the workshop difficult to monitor,
small children and paint is not
recommended combination.

In the original plan, an opening

Despite the difficulties, the

in the budget and the time frame.

for the children to work with a

been a way of helping the children

start of the transformation of the

benefits of that are discussed in the

could have a positive impact on the

celebration was calculated for - both workshop still offered the chance
The opening celebration would have structure that later on will be the
to appropriate the project area (the
workshop section in this chapter).
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park. I think that this possibility

children’s experience and how they
appropriate the park.

1

(Illustration on next spread)

1. Playground structure in the
making
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1

2

1. The triangular structure

2. Local carpenter helping with
building the structure
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2
1
3

4

1. Local carpenters helping with
the structure

2. Boys painting one of the

structures during the workshop
3. Girl painting one of the

structures during the workshop
4. Cleaning of a reused tire
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1

1. Painted structures

2

2. Finished structure with tires
attached
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Step 4 - Future development
The original idea was that new

I have made suggestions for

structure - triangles - would

presented in the proposal chapter

structures with the same base
supplement the already built

structure in the future in order

to extend the playground. But the
future structures do not have to

be mobile in the same way as the

additional play structures, that are
and the idea behind how they will

be placed and the learning process

related to this are explained further

on page 152. Those suggestions also
come from the playground results

current structure. Therefore there is and are, like this structure, focused
no need for the additional structures on active play but some also offer
to use the same base shape as the
existing one.

The idea behind creating this
structure was to involve the

community - with a focus on the

children. It is therefore suggested

to focus on using the same methods
in the future development of the

playground rather than the same

design. The outcome of this project

is - with inspiration from Växtverket
- to copy and redo the process -

from workshop questions to finished
product. This makes it possible, as
in the Malmö project, to involve

different groups in the making of
the project.
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more passive play.

The future maintenance of this ,and

future structures, will be carried out
by the NGO on site.

The illustration shows how it could look in the future with children playing with

the structure when it’s placed in the informal education area. In the background is
a man working with the agricultural plots
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Precedents
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Precedents introduction
Besides inspiration projects for the

The education center by Long way

mine have been used as precedents.

only two located in Guatemala and

playground, other projects similar to home and Pintado el cambio are the
I will in this chapter present the
projects used as inspiration for

different parts of my project. Some

that I visited in reality.

Sources to all projects are presented
in the end of the report if interest

of them are other master theses. The occurs in reading more about each
reasoning behind this was for me

project.

and boundaries of a project like

With the exceptions of Education

Wilstrand (2016) is carried out in

thesis projects were recommended

to get a clear picture of the extent
this. One of the projects, Still here,

Sweden. Even tough it was carried

against all odds and Still here all

by either Maria Kylin at Alnarp or

out in a completely different context Johnny Åstrand at Lund School of
this is the project that reminds

most of mine since it also includes

Architecture.

working with indigenous people

(the author herself has indigenous

roots and her viewpoint is therefore
different to mine) and is a process
project. Another project, Asante’s

Baobab House, has only been used as
inspiration for one specific design
detail. All projects apart from the
Baobab House and the Long Way

Home projects were selected on the
premise that they included either

workshops with people affected by
the design or interviews.
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Urban Agriculture
2
1
1. Illustration by Eklund

showing integrated agriculture

2. Illustration by Bergström and

Thorén showing children playing
in their project area

Björk and Eklund carried out their

from their work but rather taken

Nicaragua 2007. They investigated

practical project onsite in a foreign

thesis project Urban Agriculture in
how urban agriculture could

work in Managua and created
a demonstration garden for

future implementation of urban
agriculture.

Björk and Eklund focused more

on their experience of Manugua in
their project but the way that they

inspiration in how to carry out a

country. Björk and Eklund seemed

to experience less difficulties than I
did in my implementation process

and I think the fact that they spoke
the local language helped them a

lot - something that I maybe would

have done differently if I would have
the chance to redo my project.

managed to involve people in the

process of implementing a physical
suggestion was very inspiring.
I have not used any sources

Figur 8. Anna Eklund
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AND PARTICIPATING
N UGANDA

Living, perceiving and participating

exploration into methods for adding children’s perspective to
ral community development project
Bergström and Thorén co-operated

ASFcredits
when in 2015 they went
ree Projectwith
- 30
to Muhanga in programme
western Uganda
dscape Architecture
arp 2015 in order to carry out several

workshops with children in the area.
The aim was to involve children
in the participatory process and

draw a suggestion for an outdoor

space surrounding a future resource
center with a library as the main
focus.

In their project the participatory
process was the main focus and

they were more focused on methods
and less on results compared to my
project. I still consider that much
from their process was helpful

especially regarding involvement
of children. They problematize
the difficulties that can occour

when the researcher comes from

another culture than the one he or

she works in and this was valuable
knowledge to have.
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Still here
1

1. Illustration by Wilstrand

showing the structure of the
information centre

Wilstrand (2017) carried out her

project rather than just sources as in

This is the precedent that one can

the historical context of the space

thesis project in Malå in Sweden.
find a clearest trace to my own

report and I have used many of the

she is working with. Something that
I also wished I had the opportunity

same sources when I researched into to do but as a visitor to a (for me)
indigenous people.

Wilstrand’s result is a Competence
Centre and even if the outcome is
a building, the focus of her report
is on the need, background and

context of the centre rather than the
actual building.

A clearer connection is the process.
In her work, Wilstrand suggests

how the inhabitants of Malå are

helping with the project as a way of
creating a sense of belonging and
involvement.

She also uses local and traditional
references in her selection of

materials, design and structure.
Wilstrand has a closer connection
to the people and the community
she works with and is using the
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my case. She also focuses more on

interviews as a chapter of her

new culture I found that it was too
hard to find that information.

Roof joist

Centre is based on three

Vapour barrier
Battens
Birch bark

skeleton part, the indoor
space having a black
horizontal panel and the
roof which becomes an
own studio of sharing
knowledge through the
making and rebuilding
of it.

Logs

Terrace

Daektieh

Screw pile foundation
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Long way home
1

1. Photo showing the process of

a worker of mixing lime render

(lime/water/concreate) that then
was applied to earth walls

Long Way Home is a NGO in

in order to use the park, children

days with the organization during

to education.

with the University of the Pacific

Long Way Home works in the

house. The Long way home project

their main activity is the school

Comalapa in Guatemala. I spent five needed the opportunity to get access
which I was involved in a workshop
and helped local workers plaster a
was choosen on the basis that

they involved volunteers and local

context of formal education and
that they have been building and

are running in the area. My project

craftsmen in the process of building differs from theirs in many ways but
their education facilities.

the problem, that children do not

get the chance to be in school, is the

They hire local craftsmen that carry same.
out parts of the work that need

special skills, and the craftsmen

The organization are working with

In this way the organisation can

from Xenimajuyu and this made

also teach volunteers how to build.
employ local workers and raise
money trough volonteer fees.

As Katie Larson points out in
the interview with Long Way

Home (appendix 1), the project is

modelling what it means to commit
to long term sustainable solutions,
both when it comes to recycling
but also when it comes to social

sustainability. The background to
the project was the creation of a
78

park and the understanding that

earth buildings in an area not far

it possible for me to see firsthand
that working with these types of

materials in this context is possible
even when considering problems
with earthquakes and flooding.
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Education against all odds
2
1
1. Photo by Siddu showing the
interior of the finished school
building

2. Photo by Asanté Arkitekter

shows the integrated watertank

Siddu’s thesis project from 2017

education environment in a poor

design and process but mainly as a

design of them. This includes storm

has served as precedent in both the
way of showing just how much is

possible. The project is the design
and build of a school in Kisumu,

Kenya, in direct connection to one

of the playgrounds presented in the
playground chapter.

The design features that I have

been inspired by in my own project
are the implementation of an
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location rather than the actual

water collection, the usage of local
materials and the implementation

of gardens in close proximity to the
education buildings.

The Baobab House
The Baobab House is a pro-bono
project carried out by Asanté

architects in Tanzania for Econef

together with ASF and Engineers

Without borders. The project is a

house for living with the purpose to;
’promote and spread knowledge on

sustainable construction methods by
creating a replicable house typology
and documenting the process in
building manuals’.

Many similarities can be found

between the design of this project
and my own design suggestion
but the inspiration from this

project was only directed towards
the integration of the rain water
drainage tank.

By integrating the drainage tank,

the outcome of the design becomes
more cohesive and the tank is

perceived as a part of the building
rather than as an addition.
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Pintado el Cambio
1

1. Photo showing one of the
buildings in the village

In Santa Catarina Palópo at Lake

problematic to highlight it due to

for change. Atitlán is a wellknown

initiated thought was to integrate

Atitlán, art has been used as a tool

the risc of cultural apropriation. An

tourist destination in Guatemala but local patterns in the playground
not all the villages around the lake

recive the same amount of visitors.
In 2017 a local artist started
a project that aims to paint

all the houses in the village in

structure in order to create a

sense of belonging but since that
workshop was led by me I felt

that the risc of apropriate another
culture was to high.

traditional weaving patterns - as

Instead, I translated the idea of

community and to connect to the

using weaved fabric in my design

a way of creating pride, a sense of
tradition of weaving. This project

has created more jobs in the village

exhibit the weaving pattern by

suggestion where other types of

fabric otherwise would be used. The

and has made it stand out compared work would then be carried out by
to others around the lake.

local weavers. This way of using the

It isalso a way of promoting

appropriation and at the same time

awareness weaving tradition and
exhibiting it in a new way.

The weaving tradition is also strong
in the village that I am working in

and I wanted to apply this method
to highlight the weaving tradition

there as well. However, the weaving
tradition is a part of the traditional
Mayan culture and as a person
82

not part of that tradition it can be

tradition reduces the risk of cultural
could create working opportunities.
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Guatemala
Introduction
to Guatemala

84

Guatemala
Guatemala is described by the

The country consists of two

as a multi-ethnic, multi-lingual and

One is indigenous, poor and lacks

Swedish ministry of foreign affairs

multi-cultural country (UD 2017).
But Guatemala is also a country

with a very violent history where

extremely different, societal groups.
access to basic services such as

education and healthcare. The other
one is urban, Ladino, rich and has

the indigenous people that represent the economic means to pay for
around half of the population

(Fisher and Brown 1996) are still
underrepresented on all levels of

1
1. The map shows the location

of Xenimajuyu and the relation

to Gutemala city. The pink field

shows Chimaltenango, the region
where the village is located

services that the government doesn’t
provide them with. (UD 2017).

decision making.

XENIMAJUYU

GUATEMALA CITY
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1

1. The picture shows ruins

in Antigua - a tourist hub in

Guatemala. Here lives some of

the richest families the country

in the same time as a large part
of the economic is informal

- like the woman of the right
of the opening selling snacks
to visitors

The richest 1 % in Guatemala

and the population since different

income. Half of all children under

a negative effect on flora and fauna.

earns almost 50 % of the total

5 years are undernourished and

amoung poor indigenous people

in the countryside, that number is

80%. Common causes of death are
diarrhea and childbirth
(Landguiden 2019).

The natural resources are rich. Oil,
minerals and wood are the most
prominent and the many rivers
and change in elevation makes
the country suitable for water

power. However, the extraction

of natural power resources causes
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conflicts between the government

interventions in the landscape risk
The deforestation - a consequense
at the need for fuel, material and
new landcultivation - has caused

one third of the forest to disappear.
(Landguiden 2019).

Guatemala covers 108,889 km2

and has 8 different regions which
can be divided into three zones:
Highland, Forest Lowland and

Lowland. Half of the country’s

population is living in the highland.

The highland consists of mountains,
framed by Piedmont and volcanos
in the south. Deep canyons and

gorges cut through the mountain

landscape and the central highland

and Otoniel Monterroso climate

researcher at Landivar university

(where one finds Tecpán) is located warns in an interview (appendix
between the two mountain ranges,

3) against being too dependent on

southeast (Landguiden 2019).

points out that the cultivation and

that run from the northwest to the
The population in the highland are
mainly represented by indigenous
people in the west and non-

indigenous in the east. People are
evenly spread over the area. In

Tecpán for example, more than

half of the municipality’s estimated
population lives in the countryside
(Landguiden 2019).

Even though it does not dominate
the landscape through extensive

areas for cultivation - agriculture

current agricultural systems. He

consumption of maize and beans as
a part of the Guatemalan culture and argues that it is important to

continue to cultivate those species
- but in the same time warns of
shorter and more intensive rain
periods and a warmer and less

humid climate in the future that will
be dependent on new techniques
in agriculture and the usage of

new species in order to keep the
agricultural business alive and
produce enough food.

is the main economical field in

Due to the area’s location, close

is located. The zone is the main

economy is taking place and

Chimaltenango where Tecpan

to Mexico, a cross-border trade

producer of vegetables and potatoes remittances, money that are being
in the country. The combination of

sent home from family members

systems makes a year around

base for the area. (Landguiden

mountainous terrain and irrigation
production possible. However,
the climate changes makes the

agricultural business vulnerable

abroad, is another large economic
2019)
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Tecpan and Xenimajuyu
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Tecpán

Xenimajuyu

89

Tecpan municipality
1
1.Ruins in Iximché

The city of Tecpán was founded

The villages that Indigenous

”Guatemala’s first capital” since it

differ from one to another - some

in 1524 and is referred to as

was the first military centre after

the Spanish invasion. North-east of
the village the archaeological site

Iximché situated. The remains tell

the history of a Kaichel city that was

communities are operative in can

villages only consist of the Mayan

community while others are a mix
of indigenous people and nonindigenous (Smith 1999).

burned down by the Spanish around In Xenimajuyu the population is
1525. The village of Xenimajuyu is

indigenous despite some ladino

city centre. According to numbers

or nearby the area.

located six kilometers south of the
from the municipality, the village

has 2572 inhabitants. The distance
to the capital is 90 km and the

village is placed 2500 meters above
sea level within a hilly landscape

defined by hills, ravines and plains.

families operating larger facilities in,
Guatemala has over twenty different
ethnolinguistic groups with the
native language in Xenimajuyu,
Kaqchikel, as the third largest
(IIARS 2019).

Main economic fields in the area

Local economic fields: Agriculture, internal and cross-border trade and
remittances

Crops for household use: Maize and beans
Crops for sale: Vegetables, potatoes, fruits

Main economic activities: Vegetable, potatoes and fruit production, Crossborder trade

Main sources of income for poor households: Local and migratory
agricultural labor, Remittances, Crop sales

Sources of food for poor households: 80-90% market purchases, 10-20%
90

crops

During colonial times the Mayan

communities became very strong.
As long as the communities

accepted that they were lower in

the hierarchy compared to the state
and church, they were aloud to

continue in their communities and

this is explained as the main reason

The average salary in the

municipality of Tecpán is 50

Guatemalan quetzal (GTQ) or

60 swedish crowns (sek) per day
but for a person working within
craftsmanship that number is

around 20 Guatemalan quetzals or

1

Next page

1. Xenimajuyu from above.
Photo by Marvin Ixtamer
Mendoza

25 swedish crowns (sek).(Tecpán

to why the communities could grow Municipality)
so strong (Smith 1999). However,

at the same time as the communities The area is sensitive to natural

are strong, their inhabitants are still disasters, such as landslides, flooding
underrepresented in other decision
making areas. In the municipality

and earthquakes. 3023 people were
killed in the area in an earthquake

of Tecpán, where almost 90% of the 1976 and the damage to buildings
inhabitants are of Mayan heritage,
the largest political representation

still consists of Ladinos (Carey and

and infrastructure was server
(Tecpán Municipality).

Burns 2001).
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Local climate
1
2
1. Guatemala is often referred
to as ”the country of eternal
spring” - due to the small

changes in temperature. The
changes in precipitation are

large with heavy rainfalls from

May to September (Meteoblue)
2. The area is not very windy
and the wind direction,
mainly from the north,

has not been considered an

important parameter in my
design(Meteoblue)

Chimaltenango has a mild climate
where the temperature falls and

the amount of rain increases with
altitude.

The rainy period lasts from May

to October with June, August and
September as the wetestt months.
The average temperature is fairly
stable during the whole year but

with a risk of colder weather from
December to March (Meteoblue).
Ottoniel Monterroso

at Landivar University warns of
future climate changes that will
result in a dryer and warmer

climate with reduced rain period
in the short term, and less water

in total in longer terms (appendix
3). Between 1970 and 2010 the
average temperature raised one

degree in Guatemala (Soil atlas of
Latin America 2015)
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Observation of Xenimajuyu
The village of Xenimajuju is placed

Restaurant

on the way from Chimaltenango

Restaurant

next to The Pan American highway
to the famous market city of

Larger farm

built on both sides of a steep ravine

Restaurant

and most of the important social

Cemetery

Chichicastenango. The village is

with a river running in the bottom
facilities on the western side.

School

The village consists of housing,

Church

clinic and several small corner

School

churches, two schools, a health

shops. Three restaurants are placed
on different sides of the road but

Church

these are likely to be used by people

Health clinic

than inhabitants from the village.

Church

passing by on the motorway rather

Information Xenimajuyu

Inhabitants: 2572 people

Location: In the Municipality of Tecpán. 6,5 km south of the main city and
80 km northwest of the capital.

Altitude: 2286 m above sea level

Average yearly temperature: 15.0 C
Average yearly rainfall: 1,285 mm

Climate: The climate is mild and generally warm and temperate
Employment: Farming, crafts, carpentry

Average income: 50 Q (60:-)/day labour 20 Q (30:-)/day craftmanship
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Indiginous population: Over 90%
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2
1
3
1. Most of the newly built

structures in the village consists
of a one storey building made

of concrete blocks divided into
one to three rooms. Families

that can afford this type of new
build structures almost always

have money sent to them from
relatives working abroad

2. The most common built

structures are houses made of

blocks or blocks combined with
another material with roofs of
corrugated sheetmetal

3. Traditionally the houses in

the village were built from adobe
bricks - a cheap and locally
sourced material
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2

3

1
4
1. The traditional way of living

in the village is several buildings
surrounding one common

couartyard. One building can
be used as a kitchen while

several family members share
another one as housing. It is
not uncommon for several

generations to live togehther

2. Most buildings are grey or

beige but the families that have
the economical means often

paint their buildings in strong
colours

3. Small shops selling mainly
bread, crisps and other types

of cheap food are common in
the village

4. Guatemala is a very religious
country and churches are a
common sight. Often more
lavish compared to other
buildings
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2

3

4

5

1

1. Smaller agricultural field are
intermixed in the village and

larger ones surround the village
2. Land cultivation is most

common but fruit trees - such as
peaches - can also be seen

3. Some of the cultivation is
taking place in green houses
consisting of tarpaulins

4. Strawberries are a common
plant in the village

5. Monocultivation - growing
one plant at a time - is the

strategy of cultivation used in
and around Xenimajuju
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2

3

1
4
1. It is very common for a

household to keep one or a few
animals - pigs are common in
this regard

2. Larger animals such as cows
are likely to be kept in the
formentioned courtyard

3. It can be hard for the

families to feed their animals

and therefore they use available

grass areas for bait and streams
for water

4. Hens are another commonly
kept animal. The eggs can be
sold in markets as a way of

increasing the family income
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1
4
2

3

1. The village has some social

services such as two schools and
here, a health clinic

2. The village lacks official

meeting spaces. The picture

shows the current playground
3. The weaving tradition is

strong in the community and
the knowledge in weaving is
well spread

4. Parts of the road has been

tiled - making it less vulnerable
to heavy rainfalls...
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Thoughts on Xenimajuyu
The buildings in the village mainly
consist of one storey housing built
from concrete blocks. A building
often consists of one to two

rooms and a whole family can live

better house or their kids to get an
education. But it also causes a lot

of children to growing up with an
absent father.

together in one of these rooms.

The main nodes in the village are

whole families with grandparents,

the people working or using those

and between the buildings animals

(when it comes to working) or

Often generation living is applied so restaurants and a large farm, but
parents and children live together

1

1. ...Most of the roads are still
made of hard packed mud

making potholes a large problem
during heavy rains and dust a
problem during drought

facilities are often higher educated

are held. The whole family are often richer, (when it comes to using the
involved in the work – either in

the family shop, work on the small
land outside the house, doing the

facilities) than the people living in
the village.

laundry or taking care of younger

The important nodes for the

women are assigned to the latter

churches. However, the village lacks

siblings and the animals. Often

while the male population of the

inhabitants are instead schools and
other common facilities. It has one

family are employed as a carpenters football pitch and a playground but
or in agriculture, or work with the
family’s own plot.

apart from that no places where
people can meet up.

Many household lack fathers and
older brothers. This is due to the

fact that they are away, often abroad
in Canada or the US, working. The
family members that go abroad

often earn a lot more money than
they would back home making it

possible for their family to build a
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Design Proposal
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Site

111

Introduction to site
The site is situated in the northern
1

1. The site with surroundings.
Photo by Marvin Ixtamer
Mendoza

part of the village, next to a big

elements that otherwise could have
been an issue. The risk of flooding

farm and close to the Pan American during heavy rains decreases since
highway. While, as explained

the rain that doesn’t infiltrate on the

earlier, most of the important social site will continue to runoff the area.
functions and target points are on
the western side of the big ditch

that divides the village in two are
the site is located on the eastern
side.

The site is also placed next to a road
meaning it is easy to access.

The organizations existing volunteer
house is placed on the farm, just

The reasoning behind this is that the north of the site, so while the new
site belongs to the NGO involved

area is being built up, the current

centrally located site with closer

completed.

in the project. So while a more

distance to schools, churches and

housing can be used until it is

most of the homes would have been The site has neighbors on all four
to preferable the access to available

sides, but the farm to the northeast

is possible to ignore or change in

The neighbors on the other sides

land has been a limitation that not
this project.

The site is complicated in other

ways as well. The size of the site

is roughly 70 x 70 meters with a

height difference of seven meters.
The height difference also only

affects half of the site making that
part complicated to work with.
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The height difference also reduces

is protected by a large thick wall.

of the site are less private but the
vegetation border, consisting of

trees and bushes, creates a natural
barrier.

The NGO’s current
housing for volunteers

Site
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1

Previous page

1. The site from north, the top

of the hill, with the view in the
background
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1

2

1. The site from southeast,
looking northeast

2. The site from southeast,
looking northwest
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Developing guidelines
The analysis - together with the

They are presented blow under each

literature overview and wishes

been guiding in the design work.

workshop, statistics, interviews,

category and these 18 guidelines has

from the local NGO resulted in

They have been adapted in the

18 developing guidelines for the

design of both outdoor and indoor

project- six regarding the use of the areas. Some, like open and closed
site and building, six regarding the

structure, is reflected both in

the process of how to develop the

environment while others only

design of the project and six for
project.

the buildings and the outddor

emphasizes on one specific part of

the project, like the reuse of storm
water or vernacular design.

Use
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Housing

Library

Agriculture

Housing for the
projects volunteers

A combined library
and computer lab

Plots for agriculture

Workshop

Community centre

Playground

Facilities - outside
and inside - for the
NGO’s workshops

Creating a centre
form the community

Integrating
playground elemnts
in the design

Design
Strengthen sightlines
Placing buildings so
they take advantage
of sightlines

Vernacular
design

Use the traditional
vernacular design in
the architecture

Open and closed
structure

Adaptable design

Work with private
versus open areas

Create a design that
is easy to change

Grid as guideline

Reuse storm water

Using a grid to base
the design off

Reuse the rainwater
on the site

Process
Phasing
Build out the
structure in phases

Build as workshop
Use the building
phase as a workshop

Local and traditional
materials

Local workers

Use local and
traditional materials

Employ local workers
- in both building and
running

Adaptable and
local plants

Apropriate space

Make sure that all
plants are local

Help the community
to appropriate the
space
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Design process
The elements of land

for the volunteers and two for the

transformation, buildings,

playground and agriculture has

been the main components of my
proposal.

The large differences in topography
are crucial in the placing of the

Organization’s workshops.

Both the agricultural plots and the
playground were originally placed

outside the workshop buildings but
the agricultural plots were in the

end stretched out over the whole

buildings on site - due to difficulties width of the site and the playground
in building further down the hill. I

equipment scattered around in order

site in order to make it more even.

park.

also suggest cut-and fill within the

The spare soil material not used in

the cut-and-fill process will be used

in the building process later on and
can therefore stay on the site.

The built structure started off as

to help the children experience the
The process has not been linear

and I have not finished off one

design before starting with another
as shown in the diagrams below -

rather all the components have been

buildings surrounding one courtyard done concurrently and the diagrams
but evolved to a campus with three

different buildings - one as housing

should therefore only be read as just
diagrams.

Land transformation
+
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Large height
differences

-

Some soil is moved...

...and placed in
another area of the
site

Built structure

Starting from local
vernacular style

Open up structure
toward sight lines

Creating a campus
of buildings

Tilting roofs in order
to collect storm water

Playground

Place playground
close to workshops

Apply phasing
development

Use as a way of
exploring the park

Scatter for highest
exploring experience

Agriculture

Place plots close to
workshops

Let plots follow
topography

Reduce size of plots Follow the same grid
as buildings
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Proposal

As introduced in the design process This proposal should not be read as
chapter, this project has resulted in a replacement for traditional school
the design of buildings, playground

education but rather a complement

decided to describe this project as

participate in the general education

and areas for cultivation. I have

an Informal Education Center. The

park with playground, agricultural

for those who lack the option to
or who wish to develop their

knowledge. Included in the proposal

plots, new bushes and trees, and the is also a house that will work as
housing for volunteers involved
workshop buildings will be used
as education facilities outside the
official school system.

in the project but also possible

workshop visitors from other parts
of the country.

Existing housing
Site limit

Playgr
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round

Education centre

Site limit

Playground

Playground Playground

Agricultural plot

Agricultural plot

Wall
Fence

Road
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Elements, Use, Phasing
1
2
1. The base element consists
of a square with centered

openings and windows. It can be
transformed with non-bearing
inner walls that creates a

variation in the design and
larger usage possibilities

2. Several elements are built
together in order to create a

building. The volunteer house

differs from the two workshop
buildings and the base design

is slightly modified in order to
fulfill its purpose but it still

derives from the same principle

A design that is resilient and

adaptable to unexpected and rapid
changes has been an important

other way that shifts their priorities,
they can still use the design.

guideline in the layout of the

The suggested final design creates

the education area as a whole.

the organizations future activities

design of both the buildings and
The reason for this is the Project’s
possible limitation in financial

means, and time, since the NGO
that will operate and run their

activities within the area gets all

their finances trough contributions.

the most optimal preconditions for
but it is also possible to carry out

the workshops and use the site for
educational purposes throughout
the construction of the area and

also if the area never completes as
intended.

The buildings thereforee consists of The activities can be carried out
the same element repeated several
times creating a building that can

easily can be transformed - elements
can be removed or added - if the
circumstances change.

The decision to work with three

separate buildings instead of two
as original proposed (one for

buildings compleated.

The volunteer’s house is suggested
as the last to be built. This as an

attempt to make the area a space for
the community and then mainly the
children and not for the volunteers.

the NGO’s activities and one for

Volunteers will be involved in the

that came from the idea to create a

stay in the organization’s current

housing) was another decision

design that can easily be adaptable
if needed. This means that if the

organization runs out of money or
126

even with only one or two of the

if the preconditions change in any

building process and they will

volunteer house just outside the site
(shown on page 113).

Building elements
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Phasing
The building process is as important The adobe structure is the part

1.Diagram showing the

construction of the abode

material with the reinforcement
and the ringbeam on top

as the final result in this project.

of the building process where

text to ’Phasing and building

community will help. The building-

As described in the introduction
structure’ volunteers and people

living in the community will help
in the building phase. The lower

part of the buildings will consist of
adobe bricks - a building material

phase will be used as a workshop
creating the buildings where

the NGO will held their future
workshops.

consisting of sand, clay, water and

Local carpenters and people with

as a binder (grass or straw could

process will lead the workshop and

additional organic material used
be used). This means that the

remaining soil from the cut-and-fill
process will be used again on site.
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volunteers and people in the

knowledge of the adobe building

also do all the external work on the
buildings where special knowledge
is required.

Phase 1

In the first phase a workshop

building will be constructed along

with a freestanding canpy allowing

for the possibility to carry out larger
workshops. Cultivation areas are

prepared, bushes and trees planted
and the already built playground

structure placed on site. Animals

used in the NGO’s workshops are
held in the area.
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Phase 2
The workshop building will be

complemented by a second building
which provides more workshop

facilities, toilets and storagespace.
More playground structures are

built and the cultivation areas are
extended.
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Phase 3
The housing for volunteers, with

two dormitories with four bunkbeds
in each room, common areas, a

bathroom and kitchen, are replacing
the meadow and additional areas

for cultivation are added. The final

1

Following page

1. Massmodel phase 3 with
surroundings

playground equipment is placed in
the area.
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This illustration shows how different groups are using and working with the site. In the

foreground volunteers work with new adobe blocks, in the background carpenters carry out
construction work and in the middle a workshop is taking place
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Buildings
The built structure is made up of
three individual buildings. Two

aimed for workshops and one that

one from wood due to construction
limitations of adobe bricks.

will work as housing for the NGO’s The main materials are local and
volunteers and possibly also house

cheap, adobe and locally sourced

future. As explained earlier, the

concrete foundation with a terrazzo

people that visit the workshops in
workshop buildings proceed from

the same shape with 3 rectangular
rooms divided in different ways.
The middle building - the first

wood. The base consists of a

finish, since it is cheap, stable and

the foundation will protect both the
adobe and wood from water.

one to be built in the area - has an

The adobe is rendered and the

and a recycling bin.

protect the building from rain. The

The two workshops buildings are

aesthetic values.

extension that includes a water tank roof has an overhang of 0.75 m to

built in a way so that the first one

works without the second one and
also so that interventions can be

roof tiles have been chosen only on
The village has a strong weaving
tradition and the woven canopy

made in the design by removing one is a way of promoting that, with
of the squares if needed. The base

inspiration from the painting project

consists of adobe bricks placed on a in Santa Catharina. The canopy will
concrete foundation with a structure be made by local weavers, another
and roof built up from wooden
beams.

way of including local workers

in the process in addition to the

already presented carpenters. The

The volunteer house is the only one canopy will be made waterproof,
out of the three that has a second
floor. Also, here the ground floor
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is made of adobe but the second

with for example, beeswax or
linseed oil.

The three buildings have been

By sloping the roofs in the selected

even though - as one can see in

share the same watertank. The

designed with monopitched roofs
the pictures of buildings in the

direction, the three buildings can
watertank is placed in the first

village - most common roof type in workshop building which makes
Xenimajuyu is either flat or saddle

roofs. The monopitched roofs have

been choosen on the basis that they

it possible to start harvesting
rainwater from the start.

are most effective in the process of

The slope of the pitched roofs has

one of the development guidelines

height is enough in the volunteer

collecting rain water since this was

been calculated so that the roof

for the design of the building due to house such that it is able to
the high amount of precipitation in

accomodate a second floor.

be stored and used for gardening

the rainwater collection works. The

the area. The rain water will then
during the more dry months.

Below is a digram that shows how
plants will be watered through a
hose that connects to the tank.

Drainage integrated in roof
Covered ventilation

First flush
Overflow pipe
Water inflow
Tap
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Construction

140

Roof with integrated drainage and overhang
Inner walls and windows - locally sourced wood
Beam structure - locally sourced wood
Storm water drainage tank
Ring beam

Walls with buttresses - Adobe construction
Concrete foundation with terrazzo finish

Pergola - locally sourced wood

Ring beam

Woven wind shelter - traditional patterns
141

1
2
1. Section model building
2. Sectionmodel building
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The models show the two ring

The clearstory window between the

also how doors and windows are

where most of the light will enter

beams above the windows and

small and centrally placed in order
to keep the structure as stable as
possible.

uper and lower wall structure shows
the building

Material selection

The adobe material has already

been presented but when the walls
are finished will they be rendered
with a lime rendering and then

The floors will consist of terrazzo.

This due to the fact that all buildings
needs to stand hard wearing.

painted with lime paint.

The canopy will have a roof made of

The wood chosen is locally sourced

pattern. The suggested pattern on the

and I have suggested pine but

cypress is also a possible choice.

woven fabric with a traditional local

picture below has been viewed in the

1 2 3
4 5 6
1. Adobe

2. Painted rendering
3. Pine wood

4. Roof tiling

5. Terrazzo flooring

6. Local weaving pattern

area.

The roof will have a flat clay tiling.
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Plans and usage

The roof plan shows the direction of the rain water and the integrated gutters. The
plan shows the planed usage in all rooms. The consistency in the layout of the

rooms makes it easy to change usage over time between rooms or have temporary

usage during the building time. This creates a flexible and adaptable use - one of the
development guidelines for the design.
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13

7

11
12
10
9
1

A:A
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2

3
4

8
5

6

1

15

Roof plan

20

23

21

19

22
16

18

17

Base floor plan

Top floor plan

1. Toilet
2. Storage
3. Toilet
4. Storage
5. Workshop room
6. Workshop room
7. Roof structure
8. Watertank/Bins
9. Toilet
10. Kitchen
11. Toilet
12. Storage
13. Workshop room/
Computerlab
14. Computerlab/Library
15. Kitchen
16. Dining room
17. Bathroom
18. Utility room
19. Dormitory
20. Dormitory
21. Courtyard
22. Living space
23. Outdoor terrace
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Plan bottom floor

146

The library/computure lab is placed in the first planned building and it will be used as a workshop room in the first

phase but will transform in to a library a computerlab when the second workshop building is compleated. The library
will be used for both workshops and self study.
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Elevations & sections

148

Elevation front

Section A:A

Elevation back
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It has been very important in this project to create an education and meeting space for the inhabitants of the community
where the organization’s volunteers also live - not a place where the volunteers work and where local people also hang

out. But with this said - the volunteers also deserve spaces where they can be more private. Social spaces - both indoor,
outdoor and inbetween have been important in the architecture.
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Garden
50% of all Guatemalan children are

Through combining different species

nutrients and vitamins in the food

possible to grow a larger amount of

in the same agricultural plot it is

undernourished due to the lack of

crops - with a larger yield as a result

they are eating. The techniques

- compared to monocultivation.

for planting used in the area today

Bushes and trees planted in the

are mainly monoculture and even

garden are also focused towards

though a variety of vegetables and

edible fruits and berries and the

fruits are grown in the area, the

plants, bushes, and trees chosen are

inhabitants of the village mainly

either already found in the area or

eatbeans and corn since the fruit

have characteristics that make them

and vegetables are for selling.

suitable - now and in the future.

1
2
1
3
3
2

1
2
4

3
4
5
4

6
7
5
6

8

7

11
12

9

13

10
12
5

14
11

6
10
7
8

Tree/vine
Bush
Cultivation plot
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9
8

9

11
10

12

This illustration shows how volunteers and comunity memebers are working with the plots

Through working with or simply seeing the ways of working with planting and agriculture
the inhabitants and visitors to the village can learn more regarding new planting methods.
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Trees and vines

Listed below are suggestions for trees and

vines that could be planted in the area. The

focus has been on edible plants but also other
species are suggested
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1. Passionfruit

2. Passionfruit

3. Mango

4. Avocado

5. Loquat

6. Guava

7. Orange

8. Gumtree

9. Gumtree

10. Peach

11. Mango

12. Avocado

Bushes

Listed below are suggestions for bushes that
could be planted in the area. The focus has

been on edible plants but also other species
are suggested

1. Blueberry

2. Blueberry

3. Mango

4. Cranberry

5. Cranberry

6. Chaya

7. Chaya

8. Night Jasmine

9. Night Jasmine

10. Mexican
bayleaf

11. Butterfly
bush

12. Bayberry
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Cultivation

The planting scheme shows the

single use of one species. It also

planting through combining

planted.

suggest how those species should be

possible yield from 10 m2 of

different species compared to the
30

10 5
20
25
25
25

150

142 Carrots

25

300

28 Green beans

142 Carrots
Measurements in cm
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286 Raddishes

30

50

15
20
25
25
25

150

28 Green beans

20

300

24 Lettuce

28 Green beans
Measurements in cm

95 Onions
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Playground
The workshop that was carried out
and the making of a playground
structure resulted in a method

of citizen involvement where the
children didn’t only work as an

the play will stimulate an increased,
and free form learning ability.

However, the learning element is
still of high importance - since

interest group, but where they were the area is focused on informal
involved in the whole process. As

education - and even if I want

the playground the aim was not

play, the possibility to learn are

explained in the chapter regarding
to create a playground or play

structure where the children will

learn specific things, but rather that

to avoid directed learning during
always there. To emphasize on

the children’s curiosity and will
to explore has been a leading

Possible flow
Play structure
Tree/vine
Bush
Cultivation plot
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principle in how I wanted to place

It could be argued that I - through

than assemble those altogether as

the play should be without the need

the playground structures. Rather

is more common. I have decided to

spread them out on the site. This is

this - deviates from the idea that

learning and that the play should be
the central part. The way I reason -

to encourage the child to explore all and the background to my decision
parts of the park.

is rather made on the assumption

Not only will the children then

chance to obtaining new knowledge

explore different areas of the park
but they will also get the chance

of getting to know different trees,
bushes and plants planted in the

area. It could be trees, bushes and

agricultural plants that the children
are used to but maybe here planted
in a new way or it could be plants

that the child through this gets a
but that the play itself are free

from pointers. The information

is not a part of the playstructures

but rather directed towards the use
of cultivation in the area - ande

something the child can experience
trough play.

that the children normally won’t see. The process that I have created are
The children can create knowledge
solely trough seeing the plants and

shown on the next page, illustrated
as a comic strip in the same style

as the process on page 48-49. This

how people are working with those. comic strip continues where my
However, in order to enhance the

work onsite in Guatemala ended.

regarding each plant be available

The possible flow on the map

child’s curiosity will information
next to it.

should only be seen as one way of

visiting the different structures and
the placement of the structure as a
possible placement.
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Learning related to play

1. Usage

Redo the first workshop phase - ask the children
how they want the playground to look

3. Workshop 2.0

4. Usage 2.0

Redo the second workshop phase - involve the
children in the process off creating the structure

Place the playground structure on site in an
attempt to help the children appropriate the area

tree
Avocado
ericana
Persea am

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
consectetuer
adipiscing elit,
sed diam

Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet,
consectetuer
adipiscing elit,
sed diam

5. Learning

Place play structures in a way so the children can
experience as much of the park as possible during
play
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2. Workshop 1.0

Place the (already built) playground structure
onsite in an attempt to help the children
appropriate the area

yrs.
at age 3-5
Bears fruit
s/tree
100-200 fruit ication,
, med
Usage: food
beauty

Peach
tree
Prunu
s pers

ica
Bears
fru
Produc it at age
3-4 yrs
es fru
.
its for
Usag
e: Food 12 yrs

6. Future

Help the children to assimilate information about
the space they are playing in.
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Reflections and discussion
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Evalution research questions
The research questions presented
on page nine have been creating
the structure of this project and

The second question is less straight
forward;

this whole report has been a way

In what way could informal education

an attempt to answer the questions

tion system?

of answering them. I will here, do
more consisely, but the report is

needed in order to understand the
whole context.

The first research question was;
What gaps can be identified in the

Guatemalan education system in rural
areas?

This question was answered by
the combination of statistics,

interviews and facts. Even if low
quality and lack of resources are

be a supplement to the formal educa-

1

Previous page

1. The lower boiarder of the site

With base in the interviews and
the research overview can it be

understood as if informal education
can work as a way of supplement

the formal education trough offering
training in the same skills. In the

same time, informal education can

also offer compleatly different skills
that doesn’t neccecary applies to

formal learining. For example new
technology, more working related
skills or empowerment.

existing problems in the Guatemalan Informal education could also work
eductaion system so was the largest

as a second chance for all thoose

education itself. The most suvere

offered the chance to go to or finish

fact that many children not get the

give them a degree but it could give

identified problem not related to the youths or grownup that never was
identified problem was instead the

their eductaion. It maybee won’t

chance to go to school, often due to them knowledge needed in order to
poverty.

work.
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The aspect that informal education

the education centre. Instead the

not only children - was something

the maintenance and running of

also can be applied to grownupsthat I hadn’t considered before

starting with this project. During

the process of my work it became

clear that it is equally important to
also offer grownups a space where
they can learn.

The third question concerns the

process of carrying out the project;
How can methods of citizen

involvement be combined with the

design principles in order to create a
social sustainable space?

Through working with the process
in this project - both through
practical implementation and

the project for example through

hiring local workers and offering
workshops and courses to the

people living in the community first
hand.

I wanted to connect to the

indigenous peoples own tradition
and culture in this project but I

did struggle in how to do this and
in the same time avoid cultural

appropriation. My way of solving
this has been to work with

traditional building materials and

suggesting a canopy made of woven
fabric that will be made by local
weavers.

workshops and also as a guide for

This is another way, in addidtion

think that the community are more

to empower the local people and

the organization’s future process, I

likely to feel involved and included
in the outcome of the project.

It is equally important that those
methods aren’t limited to the
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involvement has to continue during

process of building and creating

to the involvment, in which I hope
create a space that are both for and
by them.

Reflections
The carrying out of a project like

this - with many different elements

and introduced me to key people in
the area. My understanding of the

in a new context was very inspiring context deepened through my local
and I learned a lot, both regarding
the country and local architecture
but also about myself. However,

contact and I met people I otherwise
would not have met.

a project as complex as this, with

However, collaborating also creates

also caused a lot off difficulties,

and that you, and the organization

collaborations in a new culture

some of which I had calculated for
but others that were unexpected.
In finishing this discussion I

will evaluate my process, my

achievements and problems. What
could have been done differently

and how I would advise others that

a high demand on communication,
or person you collaborate with,

have the same expectations and

goals. For me, the expectations and
perceptions regarding what I and

the organization had agreed upon
turned out to be very different.
This caused some delays that I

want to carry out a similar project. I have already described earlier
will mainly focus on my experience

regarding the workshops but it also

but also evaluate the actual project.

before, during and after the trip to

during my 10 weeks of field studies caused difficulties and discussions
To cooperate with a local

Guatemala.

organization creates a lot of

I have already touched upon

local knowledge often have a lot

information before going in the

possibilities since people with

more knowledge regarding the

area than you as a visitor do. This
was also accurate in my case and
the organization helped me with
setting up workshops, meetings

the problems regarding late

workshop chapter. A lack of, or

late information, also affected other
parts of my trip and the travel had
to be postponed several times.
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I had the idea that the

workshop was carried out after this

as soon as I came to Guatemala

in the workshop situation I was left

communication would be easier
but it did not. As mentioned

before, myself and the Guatemalan

representative from the NGO (that

conflict and even if I was given help
alone during the time leading up to
that. This forced me to contact and
collaborate with people I otherwise

was also my contact person on site), would have posibly not met.
had very different ideas about how
our collaboration was supposed to

I also had to reschedule my trip

be organized and what the outcome and I spent a lot more time in

of my project would be - a problem Guatemala City then I had planned.
I had not expected beforehand.

This opened up the possibility for

to conflicts that escalated when

carrying out while in Guatemala

Those different standpoints lead
my contact person left me alone in
Guatemala.

extending the internship that I was
and it also made it possible for me
to meet and talk to more people,
both regarding my project but

This event caused me a lot of stress, also Guatemala or Guatemalan
both during the time I was alone

architecture and planning in general.

the long run since I still had to be

worlds that Guatemala are described

in a foreign country, but also in

in contact with this person for the

I also got to experience those two
as, rural and poor and urban and

rest of my Guatemala visit and after rich, which I think has deepened my
leaving the country.

understanding for the country.

However, it also forced me to find

Trough my difficulties, I realised, a

development of my field study

but mainly process, are of high

other solutions and ideas for the

which I think were not necessarily
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bad for the project. The playground

shared and clear vision of the result,
importance while carrying out a

project like this. Another parameter

that I wish I would have calculated
in - and I have heard the same

from others - is the idea of not

carrying out a project like this on

your own. Loneliness is one thing
but when things really go wrong,

like they did briefly in my case, to

have another person there could be
very comforting. I would therefore

highly recommend to not carry out
a project like this solo.

I also made myself very dependent
on my contact person. Besides

being my contact person onsite

and representing the organization
I was working with, she was also

my translator. The NGO’s housing
facilities for the volunteers was

also located next to her home. This
is something else I do not suggest

During all the difficulties and

problems, I had close contact with
the Swedish representatives from
the NGO and after coming back
from Guatemala all necessary
contact has been carried out

Following spread

1. Xenimajuju. Photo by Marvin
Ixtamer Mendoza

through them. This has helped
me a lot and this is another

recommendation - if working with
or for an organization make sure
that you have several contacts. I
have been in close contact with

the NGO during my whole project

and they have, through the Swedish
representatives, given me valuable
feedback on my work during the
process. The final result has also

been presented for the whole NGO
and despite all the difficulties the
result has been appreciated.

and I advise having more than

I recommend to do a Minor Field

contact other people that I met

presume all the possible difficulties

one contact person. I managed to

1

Study and even if one never can

during my trip and my tutor, Johnny I hope that this text can help you
Åstrand, had also given me contacts with a few do’s and don’ts.
as well as the Swedish embassy.

Thank you for being interested in
my work, Amanda
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Appendix 1

A: What is the background to the

Interviewer: Amanda Leo (A)

K: Long way home was started by

Questions in bold

Interviw subject: Katie Larson

organisation?

(K)

Matt (Paneitz) and Adam (xxx)

Transcription made from notes

in 2005 with the construction of a

park for recreational use, sport and
other similar stuff. But when the

park was finished they noticed that
the boys and girls who lived in the
area spent all their time carrying
wood and water and thereforee

Katie Larson Long Way home

had no time to play. They (Matt

A: Current aim of the

conclusion that was needed maybe

K: First the school used the national

and Adam) thereforee came to the
wasn’t a park and they decided to
build a school. The construction

started in 2009 and the school was
finished in 2012. In order to also

address the big waste management
problem in the area (and in whole
of Guatemala) they built it out of
waste. And during the time the

school has been up and running we
have also created and included our
own curriculum integrated with

green building methods and waste

organisation - has it changed?

curriculum and today that has been
converted to a combination of the

national requirements together with
our own way of teaching. Our aim
is that the kids who studies here

will be employable. In the future
we want to implement the same

model in other schools. The kids

that studies here today will grow up
during the climate crisis and they
will be the ones that has to deal

with it. Our aim is to prevent the

management as a compliment to the climate problems by education.
government curriculum.
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A: Why is your work important?

Teaching is one of the most popular

doing this?

that a big number of teachers are

Why are you (Long way home)
K: Our stepstones are education,
employment, environmental

stewardship. The students here
are the engineers of their own

future. Scientists in the US has

recently pointed out that we have

unemployed. So we contribute to
that. Also, teachers only leave us

when they have got a better job-

offer in a bigger city and I do think
that that reflects good on us.

12 years left of earth and the endly

We are also (through this project)

the effects first. Here an emergency

to long term sustainable solutions.

resources. The poorest will face

has devastating effects. The families
here have enough so they cope

in their daily life but one larger
natural disaster or a big change

in the climate will change all that.

modeling what it means to commit
All the foreign staff is on the nonprofit side (which is the largest).
How can Long way home be a

model for others and in the future?

They don’t have enough savings

A: What is the difference

How do we teach kids the future

Comalapa?

for something like that to happen.
solutions to this problem? Thats
whats important!

A: How are you as an

organisation contributing to

Comalapa? Foreign versus local
staff?

K: We have roughly 150 students
176

studies in Guatemala but this means

and we employ 30 teachers.

between you and other schools in
K: Other school only uses the

national curriculum which we

complement with our own. We

don’t think the national curriculum
is enough to teach the kids about

the difficulties and challenges they
will face in the future.

A:What is LWHs aims in the
future?

K: Grow a reputation as a green

building institution and a resource
library. We also want to partner
with schools, both locally and

globally, to improve education
systems.

A: What other projects apart

from the one i Comalapa are you
working with?

K: We have different projects -

both in Guatemala and Globally.

We are building a health center in

Yepocapa which is a reaction to the

destruction followed by the eruption
of Volcano fuego in 2018. We also
have projects in South Africa and

the US and in Guatemala right now
are we working with a combined
school and orphan in Livingston.
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Appendix 2
Interviewer: Amanda Leo (A)
Interview subject: Local

is in spanish. The textbooks are in
spanish. Mhmm.. So it is like 90%

teachers(T)

Translator: Marietta Marroquin

are indigenous but the texts are in

(M)

Spanish.

Questions in bold
Transcription made from
recording

They say… they say the population
has a context of culture, of

education of the ways of living

veryy.. Of its own. Its own way. The
Local teachers Xenimajuyu

M: They both have been in the

cocoden(?) which is like a power
cirkel for communities mhm. His

education that he (the interviewee)
received for example. So for

example in his case his mother was

like making tortillas in the open fire
and the.. She would be talking with

perception is… the education system them and give them advice but in
the actual education system it is just
has a obsidental point of view.
It is like aaa… It is an education

like the kids goes to school, they

considering that this country has

they go.. They leave the school.

model for all the country without
four different groups… language
groups.

It is a big barrier that we are

M: Each has a different cultural

that is not ours. Soo the education

context. Aand yeah… And the
system is universal. They have

included some of these cultures in

the education system but it is really
small. Really minimum. Starting

with the language. Mhmm.. Yeah,
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receive what they need to do and

like 90% of the education system

assimilating to an education system
system is with grades but everything
is in Spanish so the indigenous

kids always has an disadvantage

compared to the latin kids. In the
community we don’t see it as a

punishment to work. Thaa.. When

the kids contribute to the mm.. To

the house work. To you know like

M: Yeah so like they where

all that stuff. So the kids like.. In

in like the community board. He

cleaning, and washing and doing

the communities the kids have like

things to do eeh.. With their family
in the afternoon and also in the

morning not only the school things.
So the kids only have night time to

do - to make homework. So it is like
a confrontation with the education
system.

How can they have their own

education system according to their

community leaders and they met
says they are not only teachers

but community leaders but ehrm..
Mmm.. projects they do a lot

of project management for the
communities.

The… He is talking like… cause

they they see the lack of potable
water, of pollution, the lack of

schools like all of the community
necessities they can see them

necessities. It is a challenge mhmm.. and they are like - the work on
It is a challenge and a problem as

project management so they start

feeling comfortable in the schools

everything to improve the situation.

want - they are trying to adapt to

(Pause)

friends but this is not their nature

M: So now he says like. He

well. So you can see the kids are not organising people and organising
and with their own self cause they
the education system and the latin

this is not how they are. This is like

is talking about the Tecpan

basic ideas. It is a lot of information government is going to make a

but this is like basic ideas. But there water plant treatment. Yeah water
is a lot. They know a lot so you can

treatment plant but he is talking

the information you need.

Where we are… but the… but he

guide them to where you want to
(Pause)

about it is gonna be around the..

says oh it is a shame it is gonna be
there so I am asking him like why
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it is a shame that it is going to be

plant is good.

tell me more.

M: So the water treatment plant is

M: So he is saying like this is an

it with education. Like how to take

located there so now he is going to

education problem. So we just eat

and make all.. Crap and everything
in the water so it is an education

problem. So yeah - our landscapes
are very unique so in the occident

good but we need to complement

care of water why is it important.
How to manage better.

M: Yeah ehrm.. We have a big
problem and if this treatment

(?) we grab all the water and it goes plan is not... Soo its not made also
to the city. But all the water it is

with education it’s gonna collapse

it goes to the city more polluted

is growing so it is not gonna be able

coming already polluted and then
and then it goes to the city more

polluted and then from the city it

goes out even more polluted - it is
terrible.

eventually. Yo know the population
to clean everything of how we are
going.

M: Our main problem in this region
is a problem of poverty but also

M: So they say it is like a law where poverty in education. It is not only
all the municipalities need to have a poverty about having food or not
water treatment plant so the water

like there is no good education.

So the concept is not really about

Yeah because... it is a generation

won’t go so dirty to the city mhmm..
taking care of the environment. Its

problem because their fathers didn’t

more like uhmm.. The water will go go to school not even primary
clean to the city so the people are

school so how can they educate

is taking care of the water that we

they don’t have education. But their

not really understanding that this
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depend on. The water treatment

their kids and say go to school if
parents (referring to the parents

of the interviewee) where smart

because they let them study a lot.
Because they know... their fathers

really finish study.
M: Why- why are they only

studying until sixth grade? Because

know the education was the path to they need to support economically
improve their economy.

to their family you know to their

A: I have some questions...Ehhrm..

sisters and brothers can go to sixth

Soo first one (pause)

A: But ehrm.. Does Guatemala

other brother so that their other

grade… can study until sixth grade
at least.

have mandatory schooling system M: It is more common that the
and if they do between what
ages?

M: Do you mean if it is like a law?
A: Yes

boys will go to sixth grade than

girls. Usually girls goes to first or

second grade. Some regions… they
can see at that age they like. Yeah..

In some regions of the country they
see that girls at that age are ready
to get married and have kids like

M: So they say that yes education is 12 or 13 years old. Soo and the
a right (the first six years from the

fathers they see like husband now

is compulsory and free). Hrmm..

know. Economically. So for them…

age of seven to the age of thirteen

five or six years is like pre-primary
school. Like kindergarten. Like the
challenge is to go all the way to

high school. Most of the kids are

has to take care of the.. This girl you
if they get married younger than…

So they don’t need to support them
anymore.

only going to first grade… No like

In this country it is a big difference

until sixth grade and then they

It is just the system. It is not even

primary school. Majority studies

between being a woman or a man.
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the mens fault it is just the system is further away if one is like down.
giving them privilege without people So when both are like earning
asking for them. It is just how it is
working right now. It is changing

money and having a good education
the kids are gonna be better and

in the last years. It is changing. Like economically the family is gonna be
according to the statistics it is more better as well.
girls now studying in this years.
Like according to statistics now

M: Yeah and they say woman need

an opportunity. That’s it. That is the

there is a lot of girls studying. In the question here.
first years it is more girls than men..
Boys. But they boys are the ones

M: Yeah we just need like an

The girls finish sooner because the

one woman that is empowered will

that goes all the way to sixth grade.
families are telling them like “Oh

just three years and that is because
we don’t have enough money”.
(Paus)
M: They say like that both of

them they are betting for women

education because you know when

opening for woman because imagine
open the door for more woman for
more girls in the classroom or in

the community to be empowered
as well. But we just need like..

They just need a chance cause

they not.. They are not getting this
chance they are not getting this
opportunity.

you have a couple but the woman is A: Can you ask them.. So is it any
always below because she is working kids in the are who are in like..

but she is not getting money (home How common is it that you don’t
work) she has like no education
maybee she doesn’t even know

how to read. So she is always… It
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is harder for a family to come like

go to school at all - does that
exist?

(Pause)

M:Your question is like.. The kids

artisan, selling ice-cream. They

how is that possible?

don’t even earn minimum salary. So

that doesn’t goes to school at all
A: No no. Is that.. Does that
happend?

M: Just making it simple - cause
they have to work. There is

like statistics in the ministry of

education that there is a lot of kids
that are not going to school cause
the family are really big and.. Soo
going to school is a luxury cause

you need to buy material and then

work hard - sososo hard but they

it is not enough to have 2 meals a
day even. Ehh..

M: So the minimum salary in

Guatemala is around 2700 (Q

a month). But.. So imagine 70%
of the economy in Guatemala

is informal wich means 70% of
Guatemalan people is not even

earning that per month. Not even
half of that per month.

it means you are not (the student)

M: Yeah.. 50% live in Poverty or

some kids they need to work for

poor and 38% is extremely poor.

making money for the family. So

their family. They need to support

yeah.. So yeah 70%.. No 50% is

the economy of their family as well

M: 38% live in extremely poverty

what to eat. So it does happen.

poverty. Yes - out of that extreme

because if not they don’t even have
Kids are not going to school at all.
Basically case they have to work.
M: Its is like. 70% at national

and of those. And of that extreme
poverty. 20% are just one tortilla
and one glass of water (coffee).
Like 38% that is a lot.

level is informal economy. I don’t

M: Mhmm. Corruption in the

polishing shoes (question to A).

he says they are betting for an

know in Antigua did you see kids
Little kids are cleaning shoes,

government. It is terrible. So

education system that is like a
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marriage between the ocidental

not really afford it. Only if your

the latin system, and… ehrm… the

your university. So they say from

system, the one that is you know,

community necessities and culture.
So it’s like a merging boat. You

know the cultural erm.. The local

culture and the occidental system.

parents have money to pay you for
3000 students that would finish

high school only three would go to

university and no one would finish.

Then the you know the kids they

M: A lot of people would study

then they are indigenous and then

can work the rest of the week but

are in the community okey. And

they go out of the community and

they don’t even speak the language
cause sometimes the kids don’t
speak spanish so they need to

become like. Like aaa.. Political role

friday and saturday so that they

you know carriers like a doctor,
engineering. I don’t know some

others they are from monday to

saturday so you can’t really work

and then how… they can not afford

when they need to adapt to different it is not possible for anyone here.
situations. When they are in the

community or when they are in the

A: Yeah.. Howw.. Yeah, when the

be accepted in the society.

they doesn’t work. What do they

A: I also wonder is it any

have any free time and what do

city or when they are where ever to kids doesn’t goes to school and

student who continues to higher
education and in that case how
common is that?

M: Like the only public university
accept 25 000 students/year. But
like private universities it is so
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expensive as a young person you

do.. What do they do. Do they

they do in that free time and is it
different between boys and girls?
M: It is two scenarios - Aha you

know in the rural communities and
in the urban. Help in the house,

play, watch TV, some sport. And in
the community kids helping their

parents make money for the family.

A: And how long is a school day?

actually play. They don’t have time

M: 7-12:30. There is also in the

time…

in Tecpan town. In the communities

So they don’t really have time to
to be kids no. They don’t have
A: I ask..
(Pause)
A: The reason why I ask was

because I saw.. I have seen boys

playing football like.. I don’t know
if it was sunday or saturday I saw

boys playing football but I... And like

afternoon from one to five. But only
it is only on the morning.

A: So that was all I wondered

regarding the school. So if they have
anything they would want to add

ehrmm.. But if they have anything
else they want to add?

A: Gracias (Thank you)

also other boys like watching them
playing. But I saw no girls.

M: Usually girls are like in the

house and they are like babysitters

taking care of their little brothers or
of the baby of their sister or of the
aunt. They are always a lot taking
care of the babies.

M: And that is what the family has

in mind as well. The girls has to be
in the house
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Appendix 3
Interviewer: Amanda Leo (A)
Interview subject: Ottoniel

I am looking at here is informal

education or education in general

Monterroso (O)

and then I have been eeh… so I

Questions in bold

have been interviewing teachers and

Transcription made from
recording

been ehrm.. Visiting schools. My
main focus is more the informal

Photo from: www.infoiarna.
org.gt

education so kids that doesn’t get
to... Doesn’t get the chance to go

to school where canthey learn? Or
Ottoniel Monterroso at Universidad
Rafael Landivar

A: So yeah… So I got your name

through Mabel.. Eeeh.. at the Swedih
Embassy. So I am here. I have been
in Guatemala for nine weeks. I am

going home on Saturday. And I am

eeeh.. So this is my masterproject in
architecture or urban design…
O: Okey…
A: So I am working with a… A

Swedish-Guatemalan NGO and

what they want is a.. They want

an area where they gonna have…

They wanna grow. They are a small
NGO and they wanna grow and

they want an area where they can
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have their workshops. But what

the kids that has a chance to go

to school but in the countryside
the quality might be so and so,

the education might be in spanish

(not their native language) to give
them… So that is the theam of

my project and then I am drawing
this area but a part of the project

ehrm.. So the area is roughly 70 by
70 meters and half of it is quite a

steep slope so it is 7 meters height

difference. And ehrm… that part is
gonna be a park with cultivation

ehrm.. And the area is also gonna

use recycling as a theme since… as I

realized from being here it is quite a
big need…

O: So I did not hear the place…
A: Oh yeah I didn’t say sorry. It

is south of Tecpán. Eehrm.. It is

climate change and climate issues

south of Tecpán. So I guess what

two areas for example. Yeah, yeah

a little small village ehrm.. Just
I yeah… Everything you think
can be interesting regarding

Guatemala and ehrm… Climate
changes and environment in

general I am interested in. But

mainly what climate issues are
Guatemala facing right now..
How do you think those will

change and that is my… since it

I would like to.. To divide into

two, two things. The first one is…
is the short run climate impacts

and erhm.. You know the central
america is projected to have like
extreme events. Several extreme
events per year and in the short

run. I mean some years can be years
of drought and then years of too

much rain and so. So in the short

is gonna be.. Yeah that would just run we can expect some years of too
be very very interesting to know. much water and then some years of
So my project is not about the

to few water. This extreme events

I mean because of the time we

production. Mainly corn and beans

climate or the environment but

will cause impacts in agricultural

live in and especially if you work that are being cultivated in the area.
with outdoor environment and

Ehrm.. during the rainy season

it is I mean… It is such an

estimated that the harvest is lost

also if you work with education
important field. You can’t just…
O: Yeah yeah…
A:...And when I got this chance I

thought it was great so thank you
for…

O: No, very welcome! Well about

that cause a lot of water we have
approximately 50%. 50% of the

harvest is lost of...because of too

much rain. But during the draught

season... if the rainy season is to dry
the harvest can be lost more than
80%. So in a very small area the

drought can be more severe than the
ehrm.. The years of to much water.
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Another thing that is happening

in the short run is that the rainy

of Guatemala) we have ecosystems

of Guatemala. For example this red

season is not starting when it should ones are very dry ecosystems and
be. For example we are expecting

in this corridor that we have humid

of Nay but sometimes it is raining

it is very very high. For example

to have the first rain in the middle
at the end of april and then it is no

ecosystems and this blue are because
we have these photos. I don’t know

rain and then it rains in june. So the if you can see this ones… but it is
producers in.. in Chimaltenango and like ehrmm… In a very… Some,

in the highlands they are saying that some vegetation that is very very
the things that they learned from

high. For example, this area of the

is not happening anymore. So they

highlands) you can find above 3000

their parents related to climate it

country (refer to the north east

don’t know when the rain will start. m over sea-level. So it is very high.
When it will stop and also they are

So the vegetation can be different

It is not the same time when the

and altitude.

short run. We call it extreme events

But the projections for next twenty

the next year everything is back to

areas that are very dry will increase

having trouble with… To identify…. due to temperature and humidity
rain is starting so… It is in the

because it is in one year and then
normal.

Ehrm.. eh in the long run the

years and thirty years is that these
and this (points at the map) the

brown here is dry that will increase.
It is the so called dry corridor. The

average rain will decrease so we can dry corridor will increase. So if
expect Guatemala and all central

you live already here (points at the

decrease and average temperature

have a few water and you know it

america. The average humidity will
will increase. For example in this
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dry corridor) and you are used to
will going to rain only for a few

map (points at map with ecosystems months and you have adapted your

system to survive to this kind of

is going to rain doing a shorter

are used to have a lot of water and

rain… It is gonna rain during the

climate. But in Chimaltenango they
they receive more water than they
use. But the projection is that it is

going to be a lack of water in 20-30

period of the year or it is gonna
same amount of time but less
rain or it is gonna rain…

years. It is the… I am talking about

O: In the short run it is like you say

a basin. So we have estimated how

was in two months now it is in one

the balance. The water balance in
much water is entering the basin

and how much water is going out.
So in this area of Chimaltenango
the projection is that ehrm.. The

water that they will receive because
of the rain is going to decrease so

much that they will be going from
a… an ecosystem that is humid

those days to an ecosystem that is

dry. So this change could be more

that all the water that 10 years ago
week so you need to capture this

rain but it is in the short run. In the
long run the amount of water that

rains will decrease. So the problem

is that you are going to go from an

ecosystem like this that is very green
with pinus. You are going to go to

an ecosystem with cactus. So it is…
even though you have something

that is capturing water you are not

difficult to manage than the extreme going to receive water. Perhaps they
events every year. I don’t If I have
explained myself…?

A: No no you do. I understand
what you mean. So a way of

are not going to have cactus over

there but it will be more dry. This
means that you are going to have

to adapt your ways of production.

How you produce your food cause

handling that would for example you are not going to produce it even
be to then storage the water

if you have something to capture

then. So do I understand you

short run it is okay to capture the

when it comes so you have water water. That is the difference - in the
right - it is still gonna rain but it water but in the long run you need
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to change the way you produce. The and also some pinavetes (??)
system. And that is how you adapt
your system to a new situation.

A: Yes. And how… Would that be
with using new techniques or

would that be planting different
plants or…?

O: It is that you need to first… You

some… it is.. They are from the

confere family. But if you are going
to have less water you are going
to indroduce this type of trees.
You are going to have to think

of which trees can survive in this
type of climate. Even tough if we
don’t have something specific for

Chimaltenango we know that they

need to change the kind of seed that can cultivate these kind of trees that
you cultivate. And also you need

are here (points at map) they can

survive in this type of climate. And

too much water. But we have all this

to introduce the plants that can

then you need to change how you
put all the plants in your plot. So

that is changing. You need to adapt
yourself to this information.

not survive here because they are

vegetation that can be introduced
here. So they can start to think

about it. Also how you arrange your
systems in your farm and know

you have only corn and beans. And

A: Do you have any examples of… you can start to introduce some
I know that is not your field but. trees so that the trees can have

Do you know any types of plants some shade in the fields and these
that would survive or any way

trees can also retain humidity in

work in the future.

introduce some new aspects in the

of working with plants that will
O: Yes, yes for example in

the soil. And so and so. You start to
production so that the production

can need less water than they need

Chimaltenango they have something now. For example we say that
like this (points at photos) and
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like this. Some pinus and cypress

agroforestry systems a technique

that is switchable to adapt to this

change in the short and in the long

need to introduce other kinds of

agroforestry.

promoting for example to have

run. So some kind of technique is
A: And when it comes to the…
I might be out of your field

here so you have to stop me if

I am. But when it comes to the

food production. Will people in

technologies and some people are
some small greenhouses not for to
much cold but for too much hot

weather. But anyway in protected

agriculture you can have something
so the temperature can decrease

and you can manage the growing

Guatemala then and… and since I more efficiently and so on. In those
am mainly interested in this area greenhouses you produce some
(Chimaltenango) of the country

products that can be sold. So it is

be a change from the bean and

but if you see in a system you need

but also in general. Is it gonna

not only because of maize and corn

corn? Will people have to start to to incorporate more elements so
plant other types of spices and…

that your income can increase.

O: It could be, it could be. If you

But you need to see that as a system

a family you can have some areas

solution in the landscape in the

you can also introduce small areas

needs to incorporate trees and the

see that in the production system of not only one production. But the
for corn and bean production but
for more intensive agricultural

production. I think that corn is the

base of our culture and I think that
we have to do the most to keep

growing this meize. So as much

as we can keep produce it I think
it is something that we need to

do. But this is not enough so we

ecosystem as a whole. The solution
elements of the ecosystem so that
you can manage the elements to
produce what you need. That is

an important element. I think that
how you can adapt is how you

can manage the elements of the

ecosystem. And we are talking about
trees, plants and human ecosystem.
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That is a topic of an ecology as a

now with these new seeds.

survive. But that is our proposal to

A: Yeah. So then you stay… You

For example, some producers are

you only change the seeds?

way of… So that the producer can

the solution. It is another solution.

saying that we need to incorporate

use exactly the same methods and

some corn that is genetically

O: Yeah. And and that is a solution

to dry weather but I think it is a

by several institutions and several

modified so that they can survive
short solution that isn’t looking at

the whole system. Another solution

that is being introduced very strong
academics and researchers.

is protected agriculture and they

A: But… And the reason why you

protected” but I think that this

why you think that the other way

say “we need to have everything
solution is not looking at the

ecosystem can produce less results

because at the landscape-level they
can be 10 years or they can have
secondary effects that are more

negative then the ones that they are

don’t… What is the reason behind
of going… Cause I understand

you right if you think that the
other way of going is a better

way? Or you produce the other

way. So why is that why do you…

trying to solve. So in agriculture

O: Because if you only introduce

how can can manage the ecosystem

seeds. Ehrmm.. And you keep doing

these are the two areas of solution - new seeds. Let’s say GMO - new
so that you can adapt or how you

business as usual you are going

can incorporate external technology to continue polluting the land,
so that this technology can be

the forestry. You… I mean ehrm..

of this technology is the genetically

a lot of chemicals to continue

keep doing what you are producing

use a lot of fertilizer and so on. All

productive for you. And the example Pollution. This new seeds require
modified organism. That is… you
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producing. So you are going to still

these chemicals we know… Already
know that they pollute the soil, the

land, the atmosphere and the water.
And this is causing less land, less
water, less production. So these

secondary effects that we know that
they are happening and if we are

only changing the seeds we are still..
Ehrm.. doing the bad things that

we know that we are doing now. If
we change our ways of production

and we say “no, we need to manage
the ecosystem” and we are going to

put new trees here and some plants
and we are going to promote the
recycling of nutrients to protect

the rivers and this is amoung other

components we are going to manage
the landscape and this is more

sustainable. This is why we say that
only changing the new seeds is not
changing the way you produce and
to adapt ourselves and we need to

change the way of production. And
we think that this managing the
ecosystem is more sustainable.
A: thank you for your answer.
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Appendix 4
Interviewer: Amanda Leo (A)
Interview subject: Andrea

we also are being today with this
architecture and we are also two

Valladares (V)

Questions in bold

architects - the founders. There
are also other people working

Transcription made from
recording

with more multidisciplinary

Photo from: www.forocilac18.

themes. So we have deve…

sched.com

selected some themes of work that
are like rezilience, transition to

sustainability there understanding of
Andrea Valladares Perpendicular

(informal discussion - not on tape

- explaining my project and myself.
Andrea starts with explaining

how Perpendicular works with

Sustainability. Andrea is called V in
this transcribition)

V: Sustainable for us it is that we
think that their is like… Like we
do focus on urban development

or urban understanding. It doesn’t
mean that we only work in

Guatemala city the focus is on the

big cities and people think that we
only work in Guatemala city but

our work tries to work with urban
planning. Which means not only

to develop cities but also strategies
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of territory. Ehrm.. so this how

territory dynamics and governance
and like self organisation. I think

that in this way self organization is
one of the ways which you achieve
this kind of informal education

right. We are trying to understand
this self organisation because it is
probably how people solve their

own problems when government
are not around which happens a
lot here in Guatemala. We have

developed different projects but

only one that has more funding and
more kind of capacity to develop

and is one of our aim it is “mapeo
digital” it is like a digital mapping

of the slums in Guatemala. We have
more than 400 slums here just in

the city and theese… what we were
very curious of understanding is

how are the dynamics in the slums.

So… And we as urban designers and like ho.. If we could bring together
planners like architects were curious these organisations and develop
about how… Well there is no many

one methodology that could be

Guatemala. For example the sensus

the project was a part of like… it

information on this areas here in

was very old when we started the

project. Now we have a new sensus
but have not get the data yet. Also

replicated in all the slums. Also

was only not… not only to collect
information but also to empower

the communities by something like

that sensus sometimes takes an area education but giving some capacity
but doesn’t describe okey this is

to them of recognizing the risks and

that was made didn’t include slums

some… paper documents.

slum and this is… And the last one
at all…

A: What do you mean with sensus?
V: Senus is aaa statistics. Kind of
national statistics…
A:Okey
V: mmm.. Cause they are counting
house by house. So there were red
lights of information and like we

saw the importance of developing
a methodology that could collect
information because there is a

lot of organisations working on
the slums but they use different
methodologies. So the idea was

their own problems and also give

Documents that will like collect all

the information on their territories
so that they could either look for
projects or investments in their

communities or also do their own
solutions so that with data and

with clear… with a big picture of
the reality as a community that
they could prioritize problems

and develop solutions. So this was

kind aaa…. So it had participatory
processes with the communities

on the lower level and it had co-

creation workshops with a… with
institutions that normally works
on these territories. So here is

like the methodology (shows on
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a computer screen) that is kind

was still the result in terms of that

some technical like other tools and

houses to reduce risks. Because I

of open source and then it has

the idea is… Is that you can have
the manual or the steps that are
required you can… So that any

people made little changes in their

don’t know if you have been able to
see slums in Guatemala?

organisation get the same data and

A: Not… Only from… I haven’t been

validated that it empowers. But

from...

do the same process. Which is also
with this kind of methodology in

the communities it has very good

results in terms of empowerment.

visiting a slum. I have seen them
V: From a distance?

Of course it is better when you have A: Yes when I have been passing by
for example some kind of fund to
invest in the community so it is

kind of.. You don’t only hope and

V: Aha yeah. Cause the are

located in a slope. Around zone

don’t do anything but in some cases one there are slums. So yeah the
we couldn’t have some funds but

characteristics of the slums are

people to understand that it wasn’t

normally risk areas. Yeah here are

this process it was very clear for

nothing else to come after and if

that they are in slops so they are
some photos (shows photos on

they wanted something they needed screen).
to use the information we gathered

…The steps that needs to be taken.

for a new project, asking for

we… I think this is important

so that they can for example look

The material that’s need. So how

money, an organization or go to the cause we are normally ending these
municipality. So… we still developed project that we do with a manual
the process with them and we

with is.. helpful… it is a tool for us

to continue but after us. And the

to visualize what we did. To make

kind of opened the idea for them
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to replicate the process and also

it more… and all of this is kind of

sales. How many people sales some

with the people. And we explain

some kind of food or something.

participatory. It is all constructed

some concept and then we… which
is important in a sense that we all

participate when we have the same

information to work with right? W

can not say you don’t know and we
don’t have the information but you
need to choose on tis. You have to
give the information to the people

so that they can participate. So this
is (points on screen) the manual

and it is also the kind of report on
each community that we did. And
it says why we did the project. It

is kind of the whole. This are the

workshops with the institution and
this is the community we choose…

And we also have this information,
timeline of community, percentage

of people that lives in poverty, how
many people was vulnerable and
related to if they where woman,

children or indigenous. What types

of sicknesses had happen in the last
sixth months. Also like…the rates
of people suffers from… Services

kind of services or products. Like

And also how far… If there is some
kind of school between one and
five kilometers from the village.

These are the kinds of craters to
understand the situation right.

These are the prioritized threatens
and also which ones that are

interesting. Many of the treats that
are prioritized are like the social

treats. Like for example, sicknesses,

contamination, violence are cars that
were going to pass and could be a

risk for the kids. And also this… We
came kind of a route to implement
changes in the community and

that they could develop a plan to
make… to reduce the risks and

prioritize…. Well in general for

example about… that… we work

as consultants in another projects

where we developed som manuals.
W developed some workshops…
V: Oh… I am sorry. I actually
met up with PCI and they

inside the communities - how many showed me this project (PCI and
churches there was, how many

Perpendicular has worked together
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at the project…) and this is exactly

and making inquestas. Making all

is really great. For me informal

analysis. So for example here we

what I am like… So for me this

education is everything. So i define
it as everything learned like…

Ehrm.. I have a better definition
write up. But learning outside

school environments so it can be
everything. This is definitely an

informal education. So sorry go on.
V: Yeah so I think you heard
already… You met?

A: Pascal… But please explain it
anyway since… yeah…

V: Yeah… So Barrejor(??) was a

the process of the research until the
have some of the questions that was
asked to people that either lives in

the territory or that has stores there.
Or their families.

A: Si the kids where asking them or?
V: Aha. the kids did the research.
We just facilitated. Of course we
designed the tools and the kids

worked with the inquestas.. And

they were also analyzing later that

data and also making videos. They

did some videos and they did some
other kind of ways to present their

project that was empowering youths results.
in food and food growing and food
consuming. So we did especially

A: Why… ehrm… So I would be

a mapping of the project with was

came to the conclusion that you

developed a methodology to teach

and also why. What did you get

two parts of the project. Which was interesting to know how you
food security and nutrition. We

the kids and to develop them. The
youth was part of the research of
the areas where they worked so

that they could define research on
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the food. Like collecting the data

where going to include the kids
out… How did that effect the
project compared too…

V: The idea was to empower the

kids. It was 4 setts of tools that was

decided to do. So first help to cook

one of each manual. Actually you

for healthy food. The was a sets of

when PCI approves that we can

for example. This is a recipe book

workshop to help the kids to cook.
It was a small workshop, one and

can… these are not online yet but
upload it to issue I can show you.

a half hour workshops for a whole

A: So what direction… What

of a school program with a school

So if the goal was to empower

But it was different to what they

them about nutrition have you…

semester. So this was actually a part came out… Have you analysed…
so the kids worked in a program.
normally learn.

A: But did they have to take… So it

the kids but of course also teach
Did it work? Do you know?

was not…

V: Yeah. I think in terms of

V: It was compulsory. Or they was

lot. There are still kids that are

empowerment it did work a

selected. It was the best. It was a lot, following up with gardening. Other
almost 100. This (points on another kids that works in cooking. That
publication) is how to make… how

has found a work. a job. And in

some spaces to grow their food and

mindset of those kids of what to

then this was (points at another

Social status it is like middleclass

to grow your food. So they also had general it was kind of a change of
they learned how to do that. And

think and what to do. It is like mid.

publication) how to analyse a theme with maybe don’t have to much
so kind of more research tools and

opportunities or vision of what

kind of also how… Soft skills of

probably want to work in just a

this was empowerment so this was
teamwork or how to communicate

better. So those were the skills that
needed or where decided to be

strengthened and that is why it is

to do when they grow up. They

callcenter or something like that.

An perhaps this was opening their

minds on new way of working right.
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A: So a lower middle-class?

V: Middle lower middle class.
(informal discussion)

a research of university but atlas
require the ideas of how to do a
research in a way that also they

can value it and understand how to
develop it. So what is community

V: We have to documents of how we diagnosis, what is the field work,
did it and how we implemented it
(the project discussed above). For

this is like to… like an area to look
and design the strategy of a terror.

example this is the mapping (shows Then of course you have to try out
a document).

the inquest if it is working or not.
And that is all part of one session

How we did it - we had for example around 2 to 3 hour session and then
one session with workshop when

the second session was in fieldwork

was to do an inquest - to do this

you can divide this however the

we let them know how serious it

type of research and it is not… For
me the first time I did an inquest

it was for my thesis. It was no one
else that did it for me so I had to

do it myself and it is kind of a big
step when you didn’t know it you

whole school life. In this sense this
was very helpful because it was to

and divided in to two days. So

logistics require and then it was

the session of the field work where

they actually did their practice. And

then… when...then they get the data.
Analyse the data also. We added a
new… after we did this we added

also a participatory workshop. As

part of, not only finding quantitative

give them criteria of how to develop data but also qualitative data. And
these and also what was the aim of

the analysis and visualisation of

what do you get from that how do

because what you can do is like

our very basic things like we don’t

word) and get the data. It is kind

doing an inquest. What is the result, data which is like for us important
you communicate with them. So
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require 15 year old kids to develop

diagnostic qualitative (can’t hear the
of, yeah it doesn’t matter like the

research stays at the house or at the
school and people can not realize

What we like is to develop this

how to impact on the community

as I think you think is that also

their own reality. Also the idea of
and how to visualize develop the

data in order to solve the problem

somehow. And yeah, here are some

kind of mapps because we think
this can help anyone develop their
own thing and also to share the

knowledge not only on institutional

tools, some games of (don’t hear the level because of course this could

words) so that they can for example be. This could be taken of another
explore the tools of the inquesta.

institution, not PCI but another one

had in their phones so they could

thing and it is something, like a base

The inquesta was digital so they

go from house to house just asking
and bring the data. Yeah so just in
general what we did it was guides

also in the terms of… It is actually

the fourth theme but we don’t have
it here. Mainly we have what you

to develop some kind of simulare

to replicate to develop this model

of sustainability. Which is also our
aim.

How do we change this like these
daily practices? We think this is

need to do, what materials you need kind of the way right. With this
to show, what type of practise is

needed in terms of showing some

kind of manuals or easy forms of
understanding information. Also

kind of theory on the gardening. Of a way to share the knowledge and
Course what we have seen because

understand better the big picture

and really depends on the aims of

much more projects in that.. Or

we have worked in other gardens
the garden but this is like a base
but also an exercise for them to

understand which nutrients a plant
will give. Also to plant their own.
This is the steps.

of the… Yeah we don’t have

for example, this one was also a

project where we… Well it is also
a collaboration with a university.
What it is a methodology for

place making. What we did here
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is to develop like a set of tools

is the steps and the route. And then

can actually choose to implement

of placemaking and also that they

that… Kind of a route where you
different strategies depending on

the concept or your own resources
to develop… to get to a project a

the idea is that they do some kind

use technical intervention. And they
gather information to validate those
information. Because sometimes,

collaborative projects. The ide here okey, it is small interventions it
is to make participatory workshops

is just validate some kind of big

space. This is kind of a diary. To

to validate for example we put

to design the public space. So for

like this - yes or no - then we can

with a community to develop public investment in to the area. So how
collect information with the people
example… well it starts with some
rules (shows a diagram over the

process). It starts with a guide of
observations like to validate this

space is secure, it looks secure, it
is a lot of people here or it is no

people here and rates somehow the

recycle benches here. If people

invest in something bigger. If also…
How do they integrate people to
collaborate to this dream. What

resources could be added from the

people some kind of snowballing in

the community. And also some kind
of indicator for example one month

comfort and an image of access and after the intervention if the space
connections, usage, activities and

is bette or not. So the idea here

teams developing the participatory

where kids - or even this where

sociability of the space. This is the
workshop could do or they could

is to develop also this kind tools
not kidskids they where university

also ask people and come to what is students but also community leaders
more accurate and a general view.

can use this to develop there own

analysis)

also right now working on another

(explains a specific outcome of the
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changes to the community. We are
project in the sense of leadership

Also a kind of a strategic plan. What and empowerment. This is mainly

one of the aims of perpendicular. If

work with adults actually probably

resources even to leaders and it is

Then if we don’t work with adults

there are some tools also to enable

grow they will think it was an idea

you think that there is like a lack of already thinking of sustainability.
important to develop this capacity
sustainability. Cause sustainability
has been very conceptual. It is a

poor idea of the reality. We think
there is a need to find routes to

actually work toward sustainable

goals or sustainable actions. So it
is not only to say like we think

it is not only prohibitions from

the top but also an empowerment

from the bottom so people can be
convinced and appropriate these

tools so that they can actually act
and feel like they are a part of a

solution not only that they being
told to do something. So I think

that this is important in the sense
of informal education because I

think this informal education for
us atleast is needed in terms of

and give tools to them when kids

when they where kids. That is is not
reality. So we have to make it more

real. And ofcourse formal education
has a role in this sustainability but

how do you teach all the grownups

to be more sustainable. For example
work with recycle themes. Here

in Guatemala there is no type of
system for recycling. Well there
are starting to be some private

companies that charge you but it
is not sustainable to be like that.

Soo… We think that it is important

that adults think that food growing,
garden, recycling, use of resources,
urban planning and develop of

places are more easy for people and

that this kind of informal education
or manuals that anyone can take

sustainability of how you get to new home. For example tis graphic
forms of… because many people

design is thought to be easy for

to be sustainable but if the entire

need to read but also it has some

says this about teaching the kids

system is not working. Maybe we
don’t have even time. We don’t

people to understand of course you
graphics. We have the measurements
so that anyone can build and is
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also to open the information to

another project)

complex and scientific. It has does

- to think of informal education to

make readable not to make it

have an scientific background we

normaly tries to be integrated with
research in what we do. But it is

also importsnt to make it easy, to

have an easy language and to make
it with graphics and pictures. The
pictures shows that it has been

done, it is not just a picture or a

graphic. And for example here - you
have how to make a recycle bowl

or how to make your own system

with irregetion. This is already on
internet but the idea ia also how

dou yoou make it. Perhaps we can
also in a second place continue

with videos. Not it has been thees

manuals but I think it is alot to do.
We also are using our own capcity.

We dont have thoose capacity with
strong communication in that

sence. I think PCI gave one of each
(manuals) to the kids so they all
have one. They are going to be

online so that those will be tools

that be used by anyone. That is this.
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(informal discussion - explains

I think it is more alika a value also
this share knowledge or share of

ideas or share of criterias and kind
of construct together well. New

models of doing things. Cause at the
end I think this is how you learn
somehow.

Appendix 4

A: How does USAID work

Interviewer: Amanda Leo (A)

but especially with informal

Questions in bold

Interview subject: Mario von

with education in general

Ahn (M)

education? Which are your focus

Transcription made from nots

areas?

Photo from linkedin

The work of the health and

education office at USAID is a

portfolio of activities - we engage
and implementing ideas through
local partners. We focus on the

Mario von Ahn USAID

western highlands and the areas

small amount of their budget on

Marcos, Quetzaltenango and

for the two sections of education

of Huehuetenango, Quiché, San
Totonicapán.

education and it is not enough

- system escular and extra escolar

(which can be compared to
The current mission and focus is out informal education). USAID has
of school youth. USAID is working earlier worked with younger ages
with 15-24 years old youths that is
outside of the formal system.

One project is the participatory

youth assessment which focuses on
work with and in municipalities

but right now the focus is on youths
rather than children. The project

started in 2015 - pushing the topic
of the youth that are outside of the
education system.

in the western highlands. USAID

The project includes different parts

education and with the process

and lifelong learning projects. The

also works with the Ministry of

of update and expand the current
curriculum. The Guatemalan
government is using a very

such as help to start dismissions
first project was a participatory
education project. Lifelong

learning worked together with
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local organisations and providers

groups.

alternative settings as well as vocal

youths between 15 and 25 years old

in order to come up with skills in

The activities has involved 25 000

and technical skills in an alternative and the aim is to support workforce
setting as well as vocal skills.

development.

In Gutemala today 1.6 million

The program or projects focuses

system. This means youths that

they are vulnerable and migration

youths are outside the education
has not finished the first xxx

compulsory years of education. The
quality standard of the education
is also sometimes low and new

programs has been successful in

education for example carpenters
but it has also been alternative

on out of school youths since

group. Both internal migration

in the country - moving to other

parts to season work - or leaving

the country and become so called
xxx (people that works in other
countries and that sends money

home to their family). The largest

programs that sometimes work with migration group are 20 year olds
the municipality and that focuses on and this is part of why this is the
technology. USAID also promotes

sustainability and after two years of

target group.

education offers a working training. 65% of USAIDS programs has
50% of the youths in Guatemala

has six years or less of education

- some not finishing (or starting)

different reasons but one is that men
are more likely to migrate.

primary school. Some programs

Besides the programs that are

aim of having the youths to finish

of technical skills that are being

are thereforee developed with the
school while others have other
206

female participants. This has

focused on finish school example
teched are for example the classical

focus - depending on different target ones of sewing, carpenter, pastry

but also other skills more adapted

the stewardship of the ministry of

to reach youths on the countryside

through the very limited funding it

to current and future needs. Trying
with relevant skills and create

opportunities and focus on a bigger
sector.

education. But a big problem is that
is hard to afford school buildings
and teachers.

Today working with the aim to
provide double certification -

complete education but also develop
skills that can help the youths to get

a job. The Ministry of education has
put 15 years as the minimum age

for a person that is part of an out

of school program. If only working
with 18 year olds and younger

you will miss out a big group - the

whole 19-25 years old group that is
in need of help. But working with

this age group - 15-25 - is also very
hard since different students have
very different knowledge, study

background and need and how to
develop a program that can work
with those different needs.

Our projects are supporting

the decentralisation that the

government are working with. The
municipalities will be involved in
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Workshop results and analyse
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Bild 1

Yngre barn
Gungbräda

Aktiv användning

Gungställning

Rutchkana
Rutchkana (5)

Gunga (däck)

Klätterställning
(2)

Rutchkana (3)

Gungställning

Rutchkana
Klätterställning Sandlåda

Tågbana

Gungbräda
Gungställning
Klätterställning Sandlåda

Rutchkana
Gungställning
Gungbräda
Gungställning

Bild 2

Gungställning (2)
Monkeybar
Gungställning

Bild 3
Bild 4
Gungbräda
Sandlåda

Monkeybar

Monkeybars

Bild 5
Gungbräda

Klätterställning
mellan träd

Bild 6
Rutchkana (3)

Användning
Passiv användning

Natur

Gräs

Blomma

Träd (2)

Blommor (4)

Träd (3)

Orm (2)
Trädkoja

Bord m paraply
Bänk

Gräs

Orm

Bild 11

Rutchkana (2)

Gungställning

Tågbana

Rutchkana

Gungställning

Rutchkana

Gungbräda

Rutchkana

Gungställning

Monkeybars

Gungställning
Klätterställning
mellan träd

Studsmatta

Träd (5)

Träd (2)

Träd

Gräs

Orm

Träd (4)

Fåglar

Blommor

Träd (6)

Träd (2)

Damm (med skar)

Träd(4)

Gräs

Gräs

Fjäril

Häst

Gräs

Bänk

Träd (3)
Gräs

Bild 12

Fotbollsplan
Gungbräda
Gungställning

Rutchkana

Gräs

Bild 1
Gungställning
Gungbräda

Gungbräda

Gungställning

Fotbollsplan

Rutchkana (2)

Bild 2
Gungställning

Studsmatta
Gungbräda

Hammock

Bild 7

Bänk (3)

Bild 3
Rutchkana
Tågbana
Studsmatta

Gungställning

Trädkoja

Bild 4
Rutchkana
Gungbräda

Äldre barn

Tågbana

Bänk

Fontän

Trädkoja

Fontän

Bänk

Fontän

Bild 5
Gungställning
Monkeybar

Rutchkana (3)

Bild 6
Rutchkana

Bild 8
Gungbräda

Bild 7
Rutchkana (3)
Hur vill du
lära dig?

Sandlåda

Klätterväg

Bild 8

Vad vill du göra i
parken?
Lära mig
genom att få
förklarat

Klätterställning

Bild 9

Jag tycker om att
leka
Observera

Bild 9

Frågor

Leka, gå(?)
Studera

Förståelse

Gräs

Träd (4)

Damm

Damm

Damm

Fåglar

Träd (2)

Träd (3)

Träd (3)

Damm

Träd (12)

Bild 1

Leka lekar

Bänk

Bild 2
Gå(?)

Rutchkana

Bild 3
Mitt sätt att
lära mig är att
läsa

Gungställning

Bild 4
Jag tycker om att
leka på rutchkanan
Förståelse

Bild 10

Bild 5

Leka

Jag tycker om
att lära mig
genom
förklaring

Fontän

Bild 6
Jag tycker om att
leka och ha kul

Förklaring

Fjäril (2)

Bild 7

Leka

Monkeybars

Bild 8

Jag tycker om
att lära mig
genom att
kolla på lm

Tågbana

Bild 9

Jag tycker om att
springa och leka
lekar

Användare

Barn som leker

Barn som leker

Barn som leker

Barn som leker

Barn som leker

Barn som leker

Övrigt

Väg & Parkering

Väg

Väg

Hus
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1

2

3

4

1. Yngre barn bild 1
2. Yngre barn bild 2
3. Yngre barn bild 3
4. Yngre barn bild 4
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1

2

3

4

1. Yngre barn bild 5
2. Yngre barn bild 6
3. Yngre barn bild 7
4. Yngre barn bild 8
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1

2

3

4

1. Yngre barn bild 9

2. Yngre barn bild 10
3. Yngre barn bild 11
4. Yngre barn bild 12
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1

2

3

4

1. Äldre barn bild 1
2. Äldre barn bild 2
3. Äldre barn bild 3
4. Äldre barn bild 4
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1

2

3

4

1. Äldre barn bild 5
2. Äldre barn bild 6
3. Äldre barn bild 7
4. Äldre barn bild 8
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1

1. Äldre barn bild 9
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